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Abstract
The falling cost of cluster computing has significantly increased its use in the last decade. As a result,
the number of users, the size of clusters, and the diversity of jobs that are submitted to clusters have grown.
These changes lead to a quest for redesigning of clusters’ resource management systems. The growth in the
number of users and increase in the size of clusters require a more scalable approach to resource manage-
ment. Moreover, ever-increasing use of clusters for carrying out a diverse range of computations demands
fault-tolerant and highly available cluster management systems. Last, but not the least, serving highly par-
allel and interactive jobs in a cluster with hundreds of nodes, requires high throughput scheduling with a
very short service time.
This research presents MACRM, a multi-agent cluster resource management system. MACRM is an
adaptive distributed/centralized resource management system which addresses the requirements of scalabil-
ity, fault-tolerance, high availability, and high throughput scheduling. It breaks up resource management
responsibilities and delegates it to different agents to be scalable in various aspects. Also, modularity in
MACRM’s design increases fault-tolerance because components are replicable and recoverable. Furthermore,
MACRM has a very short service time in different loads. It can maintain an average service time of less than
15ms by adaptively switching between centralized and distributed decision making based on a cluster’s load.
Comparing MACRM with representative centralized and distributed systems (YARN [67] and Sparrow
[52]) shows several advantages. We show that MACRM scales better when the number of resources, users,
or jobs increase in a cluster. As well, MACRM has faster and less expensive failure recovery mechanisms
compared with the two other systems. And finally, our experiments show that MACRM’s average service
time beats the other systems, particularly in high loads.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents a high-level overview of this work on cluster resource management and scheduling.
The first section briefly presents motivations. After that, Section 1.2 identifies limitations of cluster man-
agement systems. Section 1.3 describes the approach to cluster resource management taken in this research.
Section 1.4 lists the contributions of this research, and finally Section 1.5 describes the organization of the
rest of the thesis.
1.1 Motivation
In the last two decades, the continuous increase of computational power has produced an overwhelming
amount of data which has called for a paradigm shift in the computational architecture and large-scale data
processing methods [59]. Large IT companies (such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon, twitter, Yahoo!
and more) have used cluster computing [56, 62] to support their large-scale Internet services, data-intensive
scientific applications, and enterprise analytics [48]. A cluster is a distributed computing system which con-
sists of a collection of standalone computers working together as a single integrated system [11]. In order to
develop applications for clusters, application developers employ cluster programming models which simplify
the development process. Cluster programming models are frameworks that manage and execute collections
of software executables called tasks.
Cluster computing is attractive because of its low development cost, availability of off-the-shelf and vendor
independent hardware components which form these clusters, flexibility of configuration and upgrade, high
performance, and a diverse range of programming models. A number of reasons make cluster computing an
attractive computing platform for both system designers and application developers. Lower cost, availability
of components, and flexibility of configuration compared to supercomputers are attractive features in both
clusters and Grids for system designers. Utilization of commodity hardware and open-sourced software stack
are the main reasons for ease of configuration and maintenance.
The ease of software development and programming, high performance, and availability of a diverse
range of programming models are features that attract application developer to clusters rather than Grids
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or supercomputers. Simplicity of software development and programming is a result of tight coupling of
nodes in clusters which presents all the distributed resources as a single system to developers. While in Grid
computers, every node is autonomous (i.e. it has its own resource manager) and behaves like an independent
entity.
1.2 Limitations in Current State of The Art
Cluster computing frameworks1 rely on services of cluster middleware for application execution. A cluster
middleware is a software system that creates the illusion of a single system for applications and hides the
complexity of the underlaying architecture [12]. Two main components of a cluster middleware are a dis-
tributed file system and a resource manager. The distributed file system pools the storage capacity of a
cluster’s servers and provides a reliable and scalable data storage system. Prominent examples include Ama-
zon S3 [53], Windows Azure Storage Blobs [14], IBM general parallel file system [21], and Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) [61]. Similarly, the resource manager puts the distribution of computing resources out
of sight and provides an uniform interface to access CPU, memory and network bandwidth. To this end,
the resource manager is in charge of resource monitoring, job queuing, job scheduling, and controlling job
execution [70].
Designing a stand alone resource management system that can provide all these services, like an operating
system, is not a viable solution in cluster computer environment. This is because of the following facts:
• Fault tolerance: Deployment of commodity servers and network devices causes higher overall rate of
failure in clusters compared to stand-alone systems [9, 37]. As a result, managing hardware failures
and software errors is more challenging for resource managers in clusters.
• Scalability and throughput: Production clusters usually contain hundreds to thousands of servers which
are responsible for serving thousands of tasks simultaneously. Moreover, hardware and software resource
on cluster nodes tend to be heterogeneous as underlying machine types evolve over time [57, 36, 16, 16].
Therefore, managing a large number of heterogeneous resources, tracking their liveness, and serving a
very large number of tasks on them are the other major challenges in design of a resource manager.
• Sharing and optimization: The need for sharing data and resources to increase return on investment
(ROI) is also an important challenge in design of a cluster resource manager. Serving a large number
of users (multi-tenancy), hosting a diverse range of frameworks, and addressing contention between
jobs with different service level objective (SLO) are different aspects of sharing. A high level of multi-
tenancy overburdens the resource manager for enforcing allocation policies to arbitrate contention. In
1Throughout the rest of this thesis, by framework we mean a programming model which has specific resource requirements.
(e.g. MapReduce, Hive, Dryad, Spark, MPI, and etc.)
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addition, diversity of frameworks makes per-job optimization difficult for the scheduler. Also, isolation
of a user’s jobs to limit the effects of their malfunction on other users’ jobs is a challenge for engineers.
And finally, serving jobs with different SLO requires specialized scheduling techniques.
Researchers have tried to satisfy these requirements by using an incremental design process. Primary
designs like Hadoop [22] mainly focus on creating an embodiment of cluster computing. They have defined
the processing model by considering challenges such as software/hardware failures. Moreover, they have
facilitated the software development process by embracing simplicity through static partitioning of nodes’
resources [73]. Built on the structure of the primary systems, the new generation of cluster management
systems focus on increasing scalability and throughput [25]. These systems can be generally divided into two
groups. Systems such as YARN [67], Mesos [32], and Corona [26] primarily consider scalability of the cluster
management system. They have achieved scalable designs by separation of scheduling concerns. The second
group of designs like Omega [60], Apollo [10], and Sparrow [52] principally focus on increasing throughput
of the cluster resource managers. They have optimized the resource management process by applying con-
currency with optimistic conflict resolution. Optimistic conflict resolution detects and undoes conflicts in
resource allocation rather than providing mutual-exclusion of resource for schedulers.
The first group of the new generation takes out the scheduling details from resource management respon-
sibilities and delegate it to different entities. They delegate scheduling responsibilities to fine-grained per-job
or per-framework schedulers; while a central resource manager serves resource requests of the schedulers.
To serve resource requests, the central resource manager utilizes a polling protocol to monitor and track
free resources inside the cluster. These design preferences trade better scalability against higher latency for
jobs [25]. As a result, these systems cannot properly serve applications which require low latency and fast
turnaround. Another concern in these systems is reliability and availability of services. Utilizing a centralized
resource manager raises reliability concerns about a single-point-of-failure. Failure of the resource manager
threatens the availability of service in the whole system since all the system’s functionalities and the jobs’
progress depend on the resource manager.
In the second group, systems like Sparrow and Apollo build a concurrent decision-making approach by
distributing multiple schedulers across a cluster’s nodes. Utilizing distributed schedulers eliminates single
points of failure concern and increases system fault-tolerance. However, using multiple schedulers makes
application of sharing properties, such as fairness among users or capacity among frameworks, very difficult.
Considering resource and data sharing as a secondary design goal in these system can be sensible for closed-
world2 and single framework3 environments. However, they are not amenable to an open platform where
2Which has coordinated development of the various frameworks that will be respectful of each other
3Like Microsoft Apollo [10] which is just designed for Dryad framework [34]
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arbitrary frameworks from diverse independent sources share a cluster [67]. While Sparrow and Apollo utilize
distributed schedulers, Omega utilizes parallel schedulers inside a centralized cluster manager to increase
scheduling throughput. Again, using a centralized entity threatens the reliability and availability of the
system and this threat is more significant in Omega’s design in comparison with the first group of the
secondary systems. This is due to the fact that the cluster manager in Omega is in charge of all resource
management responsibilities, including scheduling, which has been delegated to per-job schedulers in the first
group. Apart from these limitations, using concurrent schedulers imposes high operation overhead in order
to share cluster information among schedulers.
1.3 An Adaptive Distributed/Centralized System
Considering the aforementioned limitations in the existing systems, we have designed and developed an
adaptive distributed/centralized cluster resource management system. We have improved average service
time, throughput, scalability, and fault-tolerance in our system compared to the existing systems. To build
a scalable system, we have separated scheduling and resource management concerns and delegated them
to different entities; like the first group of the new generation systems. Moreover, by further breaking up
the resource manager to smaller entities we have largely enhanced scalability and fault-tolerance of the system.
To cope with transformation of production workloads from long running batch jobs to short interactive
jobs with a high degree of parallelism [52], we have devised a high throughput concurrent resource allocation
method. Our system achieves low service time and high throughput scheduling by the means of concurrent
decision making. As a result, it utilizes distributed resource allocation in low loads, while switch to the
centralized parallel resource allocation in high loads. Similar to the second group of the systems, we have
chosen optimistic conflict resolution to simplify decision making. Finally, we have developed components of
our system using the actor model of concurrency to achieve a robust system to failures.
In order to build a system with the aforementioned features, we have taken a multi-agent design approach.
Our system has four types of agents: resource tracker, resource arbitrator, job manager, and node manager.
The resource tracker is responsible for monitoring a cluster and maintaining the cluster view.4 It tracks each
node liveness, performs accounting of resource usage, and serves the resource arbitrator’s queries about the
cluster’s statistics.
The resource arbitrator is a central authority which has two essential responsibilities: a) Serving users’
requests such as new job submissions; and b) Allocating resources for tasks based on the resource availability
4A logical database of running jobs and their tasks, current share of each users, cluster nodes and their resources, and the
relation and mapping among tasks/users/nodes
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information it receives from the resource tracker. The resource tracker and the resource arbitrator together
provide the same functionality as the resource manager in the previous systems. However, they have more ad-
justable structures based on the cluster load and the cluster size because of their modular design. Similarly to
the other resource management systems, we have per-node agents or node mangers in our system. Each node
manager has three responsibilities in our design: a) Controlling and monitoring resources of its corresponding
node; b) Serving resource requests from schedulers; and c) Reporting its internal state to the resource tracker.
And finally, the last type of the agents is job manager. In our system, the resource arbitrator allocates
an extra container5 for each submitted job in which it executes a user-developed scheduler. This scheduler
is in charge of managing all life-cycle aspects of the job. However, there is a job manager agent for each
job to serve the scheduler’s resource requirements. The job manger resides in the same container with the
scheduler6 and acts adaptively based on the cluster load.
In low loads, a job manager inquires two randomly selected servers, power of two choices technique [54],
to find free resource for a task. Then it submits a container allocation request to the least loaded server for
running the task. To adapt this sampling technique with cluster computing requirements, we have devised an
adaptive initial sampling rate based on cluster load rather than fixed sampling rate of two. In this technique,
the initial sampling rate increases as the the cluster load increases in order to decrease the likelihood of
sampling failure. Using adaptive sampling rate in medium to high loads increases the likelihood of finding
free resources considerably. However, overhead of this technique increases exponentially in very high loads
(> 90%) where jobs compete to access free resources. In this situations, application of allocation policies
becomes apparent for controlling the jobs’ competition. But, applying allocation policies with distributed
resource allocators is a complex problem.
In order to address both the sampling overhead in high loads and the difficulty of applying allocation
policies with distributed resource allocator, our system switches to centralized resource allocation in a highly
loaded cluster. To keep the system throughput high in the centralized mode, we have designed a hybrid event-
driven/periodic heartbeat and a parallel request serving in our system. Using hybrid event-driven/periodic
heartbeats, the resource arbitrator is informed about free resources as soon as they become available. There-
fore, the resource arbitrator keeps its cluster view of free resources up to date. At the same time, multiple
parallel actors serve resource requests by allocating resources based on the view of the free resources. To de-
crease the rate of conflicts in this parallel process, we have added a level of randomness to the actors’ decision
making. The network overhead of hybrid event-driven/periodic heartbeats is less than sampling technique
since the number of messages with this method is less than the number of required messages to sample nodes.
5Containers are system-level virtualization method that can limit a process tree access to computational resources and devices.
6Throughout the rest of this thesis, we use job manager and scheduler interchangeably.
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To evaluate the presented design, and compare it with the new generation of resource management sys-
tems, we designed a simulation based on the configuration of Google’s production cluster [57]. Experiments
in a simulated cluster of 500 nodes showed that our system provides lower service time compared to a cen-
tralized resource manager; from 32% in 70% cluster load to 56% in 90% load. In comparison to a distributed
resource manager, our system falls behind the distributed resource manager by average of 12.19ms compared
to 10.96ms in 70% load. However, by increasing cluster load our system outperforms the distributed resource
manger; up to 49% in 90% cluster load. We also compared the throughput of our system when it receives
a burst of job arrival. Similarly, our system outperforms a centralized resource manager in all loads and a
distributed system in high loads.
Two other aspects of the systems that we compared are scalability and fault-tolerance. The proposed
system has a better level of scalability compared to the centralized resource manager. This is because
centralized resource management causes resource under-utilization when the available resources are more
than the requested resources while our system does not have this drawbacks. Also, our system is more
scalable than the distributed resource manager because of its capability to manage competition among job
when free resources are rare. Moreover, the distributed resource manager is not as scalable as our system
when number of the jobs increases since it uses constant number of schedulers. Regarding fault-tolerance,
our system is responsive to failures in different parts of the system; while the centralized resource manager
imposes higher delay and the distributed resource manager does not have any specified mechanism for some
of failures.
1.4 Objectives
This thesis has the following objectives toward understanding of and improving resource management in
cluster computing:
• Develop a taxonomy to explain the current state of the art in resource management of clusters and
survey the mainstream cluster scheduling systems based on the taxonomy.
• Design a high throughput and fault-tolerant distributed resource management system based on adaptive
sampling which can serve tasks with low communication overhead.
• Design a scalable cluster monitoring system based on actor clustering and load balancing.
• Devise an adaptive centralized/distributed resource allocation to address sampling shortcomings in a
highly loaded clusters.
• Prototype and implement the designed system based on reactive systems manifest and experimentally
evaluate it.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
The rest of this document is organized as follow: Chapter 2 presents a taxonomy and a short survey of
existing cluster scheduling systems. Chapter 3 introduces the architecture of MACRM - the multi-agent
cluster resource manager - and describes its implementation details. Chapter 4 presents experiment setup
and the experimental results. Finally, conclusion and future work are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Works
This chapter begins with an introduction to our assumptions about cluster computing environments.
Then, Section 2.2 describes characteristics of a workload in production clusters. In Section 2.3, we provide a
taxonomy of cluster scheduling systems. Section 2.4 presents some of the main cluster management systems
found on presented taxonomy. Finally, Section 2.5 discusses our motivations for this research.
2.1 Cluster Computing Environment
In cluster computing, a set of connected computers works together so that in many respects they can be
viewed as a single system. Unlike grid computers, the computers that make up a cluster cannot be operated
independently as separate computers; therefore, each node set to perform the tasks which are controlled
and scheduled by the system. Following is a list of key assumptions about a production cluster that mainly
focuses on the type and arrangement of resources in clusters.
• Commodity servers: Our study targets clusters which employ inexpensive but unreliable servers. These
commodity servers are built by cheap and usually regular quality components that are likely to fail.
This is the result of organizations tend to achieve cost benefit by moving fault tolerance from hardware
to software [29]. As a result, the software should be designed in a way that can tolerate a relatively
high rate of component failure [9].
• A large number of servers: Clusters with hundreds to thousands of machines currently power the service
offered by large Internet companies such as Google, Amazon, Yahoo, Microsoft and Facebook [9, 67].
Furthermore, as cluster computing becomes more accessible with the emergence of cloud computing
and public availability of cluster computing frameworks, non-tech organizations also continue to build
larger and larger clusters. Cluster size directly impacts the design of cluster scheduling systems for
two main reasons. First, the time complexity of scheduling algorithm is a function of the number of
machines being scheduled over. Second, as the size of the cluster increases, usually requirements around
multi-tenancy starts to take shape which mostly increases the rate of job arrival [38].
• Heterogeneous resources: Observations inside Google [57], Yahoo! [36], Facebook [16], Cloudera [16] and
more showed that large clusters tend to employ heterogeneous resources. This includes both hardware
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(e.g. machines with a different number of disks, amount of memory, and number of cores) and software
(e.g. machines with a various versions of operating systems). Since the underlying machine types evolve
over time with respect to economically attractive prices-performance, several generations of machines
with different configurations are likely to be encountered in clusters. Each time that a set of new
servers is purchased, the newest generation of hardware is added. This leads to a cross-generation
heterogeneity which directly affects the design of clusters’ resource managers [38] since jobs may prefer
to run on particular types of machines.
• Commodity network infrastructure: Choosing network devices and topology involve a trade-off between
speed, scale, and cost. Typical data centers use Ethernet network which is organized as a two-level
hierarchy [9]. In these networks, bisection bandwidth per node is mush lower than that of out-link
from each node which is driven by off-rack communication traffics [38]. However, recent researches
significantly reduce these over-subscription ratios and have demonstrated full bisection bandwidth even
when all the servers communicate with each other [2]. In the case of a cluster of cloud instances,
cloud providers such as Amazon also provide cluster placement groups which provide full bisection 10
gigabit Ethernet bandwidth connectivity between cloud instances in the group [31]. This implies that
the previous attempt to achieve data locality such as delay scheduling [71] is going to be irrelevant in
cluster computing [3].
• Per-server power saving: Traditional power saving methods that turn idle servers off, regardless of their
overhead, do not work in current production clusters; this is because servers are utilized as storage
systems and high rate of machine failure can cause unavailability of data [5]. Furthermore, cluster-level
approach such as covering set [42] (which exploits the replication property of distributed file systems
for turning off the servers) are not applicable since they increase jobs’ execution times, over-provision
some of the servers, and require modification of distributed file system [40]. Consequently, the best
set of approaches for controlling power consumption of a cluster are per-server approaches, such as
PowerNap [45], which are applied by servers’ local operating systems [46].
2.2 Characteristics of Production Workload
This section discusses the different aspects of the production workloads observed in clusters. Recent studies
of cluster traces [57, 16, 36] showed that the workloads can vary along the following dimensions:
Service jobs vs. batch jobs. Workloads in studied cluster traces mostly fall into one of the following broad
categories:
• Elastic service jobs: These jobs, such as web services, usually run indefinitely and have external
client loads. They balance the load among their instances, but the external dependency causes
elasticity in their resource consumption. These jobs are concerned with metrics like instantaneous
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availability, latency, and tail request response time [57], then they require a certain rate of CPU
processing to achieve acceptable performance.
• DAG-of-task jobs: This category contains a variety of jobs that run many independent tasks which
are CPU-bound or I/O-bound. Traditionally they were used for batch processing of a large amount
of data by a coarse-grained splitting of the input among tasks [22, 34]. However, recent approaches
[51, 52] tend to interactive large data processing with a larger number of fine-grained tasks. Some
of the recent data-processing techniques are Memory-bound since they cache the input data from
disk into the memory [73].
• high-performance computing jobs: These jobs often require many machines simultaneously for an
extended period to execute their CPU-bound tasks. They are batch queuing systems such gene
sequencing or weather modeling that can tolerate substantial wait times [57].
Each of these categories adds different challenges to cluster scheduling systems. For example, Elastic
jobs and dag-of-tasks jobs involve frequent cluster scheduler interaction as a result of the changes in their
demands while a high-performance computing job often has a fix resource demand during its lifetime.
Also, task granularity has a major effect on cluster scheduler. Fine-grained tasks in interactive data
parallel jobs and a large number of tasks in HPC-like jobs increase the average number of tasks per
job, thus, decrease the number of jobs per time unit that the cluster scheduler should serve.
Task pickiness. Execution specification of tasks may include constraints on resources they require for their
execution. Tasks’s constraints can be classified into [66]: a) hard constraints: mandatory requirements
for execution of a task such as machine architecture or software packages; and b) soft constraints: or
preferences that a task may or may not acquire (for example execution on a 8 core machine rather
than 4 core one). Founded on this, pickiness is the measurement of how many cluster resources could
potentially satisfy a task’s constraints [38]. Analyses [57, 16, 36] of cluster traces show that very tiny
portion of tasks have hard constraints (for example in Google production cluster only 6% of tasks have
hard constraints [57]).
Job and task duration. While some of the service jobs are intended to run forever, the duration of the
other jobs vary widely. Job and task duration range from milliseconds to more than a day. Both Face-
book and Cloudera workload inspections [16] showed that task duration follows a long-tail distribution
with 50% of tasks have a duration less than a minute. Yahoo! workload analysis [36] observed long-tail
distribution in job duration with 95% of jobs completed within 20 minutes. The diversity in both
job duration and task duration is an important factor in the design of a cluster schedule; since, short
jobs are likely to be more negatively impacted by the time they spend waiting to receive the required
resources [38].
Task scheduling-time sensitivity. As mentioned earlier, we are facing interactive data parallel applica-
tions that require fast turnarounds, such as Hive [64], Dremel [47], and Impala [39] applications. These
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of cluster scheduling
jobs have duration as short as a second or even less, then the scheduling delay have a significant impact
on user experiences. In the case of service jobs, such as the search engine service of Google or the ad-
vertising service of Facebook, sub-second response to resource demands changes is crucial and directly
affects company revenue [65].
In this study, we focus on designing a cluster resource manager that serves a mixture of the aforementioned
job types. It is worth knowing that many of the mentioned observations in clusters differ from Grid or high-
performance computing (HPC) environments. Grid computing is mostly focused on the problem of making
virtual organizations on the top of geographically distributed and separately administrated resources in a
secure and interoperable way. Also, an HPC environment has the following characteristics: a) Specialized
hardware resources, such as expensive high-speed InfiniBand networking [4] and storage devices. b) Jobs are
computationally intensive and write-heavy, and tasks are coupled via message passing interfaces. c) Resources
across environment are usually homogeneous.
2.3 Taxonomy of Cluster Scheduling Systems
This section presents a taxonomy of cluster scheduling and describing each part of it in details. Figure
2.1 shows the taxonomy of the cluster resource scheduling systems. Although the majority of technical
aspects in cluster scheduling systems are widely different; however, a cluster scheduler has following primary
responsibilities:
• Tracking resource usage and liveness of a cluster’s nodes.
• Enforcing allocation policies and invariants.
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• Arbitrating contention among users and their jobs.
• Handling fluctuation in resources that jobs consume.
• Managing the execution flows of jobs.
• Reacting to hardware and software faults.
• Tracking jobs’ progress and handling computation skew.
• Applying local and per-job optimizations.
Based on the ways that systems manage these duties, we define each leaf node of the taxonomy tree as
follow:
Centralized Scheduler. if all the functionalities are handled by a central decision-making component and
the component has exclusive access to all the resources, we call that component a centralized scheduler.
Distributed Scheduler. Compared with a centralized scheduler, decision making in a distributed scheduler
is divided among multiple components, and all have access to the cluster’s resources. This division can
take place in two different ways, either by the delegation of duties or by the replication of the decision
maker.
Sequential Centralized Scheduler. In this type of systems, a centralized resource manager makes schedul-
ing decisions for all the jobs one at a time.
Parallel Centralized Scheduler. These systems serve multiple resource requests at a same in a centralized
component. Parallel decision makers of the component have access to the cluster’s state; but, they do
not have access to cluster resource directly.
Sequential Distributed Scheduler. In these systems, there is a meta-scheduler which sequentially servers
resource requests of distributed schedulers. Also, the meta-scheduler is in charge of resource tracking,
enforcing allocation policies, and arbitration of competition.
Concurrent Distributed Scheduler. These are multi-agent schedulers in which agents compete to access
resources. We can further divide these systems to state-based and random schedulers. State-based
schedulers require cluster state1 for scheduling while random schedulers do not require cluster’s state.
Since we have established a basic understanding of each kind of cluster scheduling, we can go through existing
resource managers for cluster computing environments.
1A logical data table in which rows are cluster nodes and columns represent the availability of resources such as cores,
memory, network bandwidth, and so on
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2.4 Survey of Existing Systems
In this section, we discuss design goals and architectural aspects in some of the cluster scheduling systems
based on presented taxonomy. We further explore the details of these systems by talking about their downsides
and upsides.
2.4.1 Sequential Centralized Schedulers
Hadoop JobTracker
Apache Hadoop is a cluster management system for large-scale processing of data-sets. Hadoop composed of
four main modules: a) Hadoop libraries b) Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), c) Hadoop MapReduce
programming model [22], and d) Hadoop MapReduce engine. HDFS is designed to be a distributed, scalable,
and portable file system which achieves reliability by replicating each data block across multiple nodes (usu-
ally three replicas per block) [61]. In HDFS architecture, NameNode is a server that hosts the file system
index, and DataNodes are per-node daemons which are responsible for managing data blocks in cluster nodes.
The MapReduce engine comes above HDFS, which is responsible for scheduling user submitted jobs. Job-
Tracker and TaskTracker are two main components of the engine. TaskTrackers are spawned on the nodes
and manage execution of submitted tasks. Nodes’ resources are divided into fixed size slots, and each task
occupies one of these slots for execution. JobTracker is responsible for accepting user submitted jobs and
schedule tasks by mapping them to an available slot on the nearest server to the data. As a result, JobTracker
usually executes on the master machine where the NameNode is running. In small cluster master node also
contains JobTracker and DataNode.
Hadoop default scheduling policy is FIFO (First In First Out), but now it also supports fair scheduling
and capacity scheduling. It is obvious that the JobTracker in Hadoop is a sequential centralized scheduler
that designed to serve batch MapReduce jobs. As a result, it cannot serve other programming frameworks
requirements such as framework specific optimizations or fault management. Furthermore, since it is designed
for batch data-parallel processing, it cannot provide low latency scheduling service for latency sensitive jobs.
Spark
Spark [73] is an open source cluster computing architecture and programming model which is complementary
to Hadoop programming model. Spark focuses on a class of applications that reuse a working set of data
across multiple parallel operations such as machine learning applications on large datasets. By utilizing its
special data model and caching policy, Spark achieves from 10x up to 100x faster results than Hadoop for
iterative applications. Spark defines resilient distributed dataset (RDD) [72] which is a read-only collection
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of objects distributed across a set of machines. An RDD can be reconstructed in the case of failure and
lost. Spark introduces the concept of in-memory cluster computing, which caches the dataset from disk into
memory in order to reduce the latency of I/O operations.
Spark jobs run as an independent set of tasks which are coordinated by a SparkContext object in the
driver program (main program). SparkContext can connect to different types of cluster manager or use its
standalone cluster manager. Each SparkContext runs a set of processes which are called spark actions. By
default, Spark standalone cluster manager uses FIFO ordering to run the submitted applications. Further,
Spark actions inside an application (SparkContext instance) are scheduled in a FIFO fashion. In a recent
version, Spark provides fair-share scheduling between jobs, which schedules jobs tasks in a round-robin fash-
ion.
The same as Hadoop JobTracker, Spark standalone cluster manager is a sequential centralized scheduler.
Spark creator designed it specifically for processing resilient distributed datasets.As a result, it cannot serve
other data-parallel programming frameworks, HPC jobs, and service jobs. Furthermore, they provide inter-
active data-analysis capabilities by decreasing I/O overhead through caching input data in memory rather
than high-throughput scheduling.
Figure 2.2: Quasar Scheduler [23]
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Quasar
The main design goal of Quasar is solving resource underutilization in a cloud and cluster computing envi-
ronment which is the result of resource reservation policy. To this end, Quasar employs three techniques:
a) Instead of asking users the required amount of resources for their computation, the system requires the
performance constraints for each workload; based on that, Quasar determines the right amount of resource to
meet the constraints. b) To find impacts of amount and type of resources, Quasar uses a set of classification
techniques based on profiling of incoming workloads on a few servers. c) Finally, by the means of a greedy
algorithm, it combines the result of classification to jointly perform resource allocation and assignment. Fur-
thermore, through monitoring jobs during their lifetime, the system adjusts the allocation and assignment in
the case of workload change or classification fault [23].
Quasar employs scale-up, scale-out, heterogeneity, and interference for classification of incoming work-
loads. In scale-up classification, the system explores how the number of cores, the amount of memory and
storage capacity within a server change the workload performance. Scale-out classification only applies to
workloads that require multiple processing nodes. This classification investigates the effects of using a different
number of nodes on workload performance. Heterogeneity classification estimates the workload performance
across all server types by the means of collaborative filtering [63]. Finally, interference classification measures
the sensitivity level of a workload to shared resource’s interference such as CPU, cache hierarchy, memory,
and storage. After classification, a greedy scheduler allocates the least amount of resources needed to satisfy
target of a workload’s performance by ranking the available servers based on decreasing resource quality
(high-performance platforms with minimal interference first) and then selecting from the sorted list. Figure
2.2 shows the structure of Quasar scheduler.
The same as Hadoop JobTracker and Spark, Quasar is also a sequential centralized scheduler. Quasar
workload profiling works well for long running jobs with a low level of elasticity in their resource consumption.
However, its scheduling delay for short interactive jobs is not viable. Also, its workload profiling does not
work for elastic service jobs. Quasar tends to serve various jobs from different programming frameworks, but
using a centralized scheduler with profiling overhead prevents it to be scalable and high-throughput.
2.4.2 Parallel Centralized Schedulers
A genuine solution for high-latency in sequential schedulers is parallel scheduling. We can divide parallel
centralized scheduling into partitioned state and shared state scheduling. Partition state scheduling can
be further divided into static partitioning and dynamic partitioning. Usually, static partitioning is based
on cluster administration policy while dynamic partitioning depends on cluster condition and demands in
each scheduler. Partitioning is not a proper solution for presented cluster environments (Section 2.1) and
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cluster workloads (Section 2.2). This is due to the following limitation [38] : I) Fragmentation of resources:
this is rooted in heterogeneous resource demands and heterogeneous resources in cluster which can cause
starvation for jobs with large resource demands and resource underutilization; II) Restriction of goodness-
of-fit especially in case of accessing data since the scheduling domains must be selected before the scheduler
performs task-resource assignments. Consequently, we do not present partition state schedulers like Quincy
[35] in this survey.
Omega
To achieve a high-throughput scheduling, Omega provides parallel scheduling architecture which is built
around shared state and use of lock-free optimistic concurrency control. Omega grants each scheduler a full
access to the entire cluster state [60]. To mediate decision conflicts which are results of concurrent scheduling,
Omega utilizes optimistic concurrency control. In Omega, there is a common cluster state maintained by a
meta-agent which is a resilient master copy of cluster resources state. Each of the parallel schedulers syn-
chronizes its cluster state with this master copy before making a scheduling decision. After synchronization,
the scheduler takes the first job from the shared queue and tries to match its tasks to the available resources.
When the scheduler completes the task-resource assignments, it attempts to commit a transaction from its
cluster state to the master copy. In this stage, it is the responsibility of meta-agent to detect conflicts among
transactions and regulates them based on the meta-scheduling policies. Consequently, if the meta-agent re-
jects a transaction, the scheduler tries to reschedule the tasks.
To manage the conflicted transactions, Omega employs either a coarse-grained conflict detection or all-
or-nothing scheduling. In the coarse-grained conflict detection, a scheduling transaction would be rejected if
a change has happened to any of the selected machines in the transaction since the private cluster state syn-
chronization. This is simple to implement by sequence numbering of the machines’ states. In all-or-nothing
scheduling, which is designed to support jobs with gang-scheduling requirements, an entire transaction would
be rejected if it causes over-commit in any machine. All-or-nothing helps to avoid resource hoarding for
gang-scheduling which causes resources underutilization.
Omega is capable of scheduling a different kind of jobs and achieving high-throughput scheduling through
parallelism. However, it has following disadvantages: a) Since multiple schedulers share the same view of
the cluster state, they tends to schedule tasks to the same lightly loaded server. Consequently, as the number
of schedulers increases, the probability of conflict increases, thus scheduling overhead and latency increases
[10]. b) Parallel scheduling in Omega makes enforcement of global properties such as capacity/fairness very
hard. A system without these global properties is practical for a closed-world environment where there
is a coordinated development of various frameworks, but it is not practical for an open environment with
independent users [67]. c) The same as the other centralized approaches, Omega is subjected to the single
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Figure 2.3: YARN Architecture. Blue parts are system components. Yellow and pink are two running
applications [67]
point of failure issue.
2.4.3 Sequential Distributed Schedulers
Scalability and fault tolerance are two major problems that all centralize schedulers should cope with. This
is even worse in a cluster computing environment since there is a high rate of failure (Section 2.1) and a
large number of resources and computations (Section 2.2). Regarding these facts, managing all scheduler
responsibilities that are mentioned in Section 2.3 by the means of a monolithic agent appears to be a barrier
to scalability, availability, fault-tolerance, and resource sharing. As a result, designers and engineers tend
to divide the scheduling responsibilities and delegate parts to the different agents [67, 26, 32]. Usually in
these systems, there are per-job or per-framework schedulers and there is a resource manager which serves
resource request of the schedulers. Although parts of scheduling happen concurrently in this design, we call
these systems sequential since all the activities depend on a sequential resource manager.
YARN
For a large number of companies, Hadoop is the de-facto place to share and access data and computing
resources. This high number of usage and wild adoption pushed Hadoop initial design beyond its intended
target. During years of employment, several new requirements emerged for using cluster resources and
processing shared data that were not regarded in Hadoop design. To address these requirements, the next
generation of Hadoop computing platform emerged. YARN has been developed to extend Hadoop in different
directions such as scalability, multi-tenancy, serviceability, and reliability/availability [67]. YARN decouples
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the programming model and scheduling functionalities (such as fault-tolerance) from resource management
concerns. This design delegates the sooner to per-job agents while there is a resource manager (RM) per-
cluster in charge of the later. RM is a central authority which arbitrates resource competitions among
applications. RM has a global view of the cluster resources and enforces properties such as fairness, capacity
and locality. Complementary to RM, there is a node manager (NM) on each worker machine which manages
and monitors containers on that machine.
For each submitted job, RM provides a container which is a place for application master (AM) of the job.
AM is responsible for coordinating the execution of the job’s tasks in the cluster. AM manages all lifecycle
aspects of the job such as applying optimizations, tracking progress, handling resource demand fluctuation
and reacting to failures. AM harnesses the required resources to complete the job by issuing resource requests
to the RM. These resource requests are submitted along with periodic heartbeats used to report liveness of
AM to RM. YARN’s resource requests can be formatted to project containers with special properties such
as data locality. After receiving resource requests, RM tries to satisfy them based on resource availability
and scheduling policies which can be fair-share, FIFO, or capacity scheduling. Once the AM discovers that
requested containers are available, it can manage the execution of tasks inside those containers. If needed,
the AM can communicate directly with tasks executing inside the containers, but it should be specified in
the application.
Corona [26], Facebook cluster manager, is another system that uses two-level scheduling like YARN.
The same as YARN, Corona has a central resource manager and dedicated per-job JobTrackers which are
in charge of tracking and monitoring jobs’ progress. Compared to YARN, which utilizes heartbeat based
control plane framework, Corona uses push-based communication approach. This design decision trades off
latency against scalability and fault-tolerance which is non-trivial [67]. Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of
YARN and how different entities communicate with each other in this architecture.
Mesos
YARN and Corona are designed to separate resource management from scheduling, and delegate scheduling
to per-job agents. Mesos designers did the same separation; however, Mesos employs per-framework sched-
ulers instead of per-job schedulers. As a result, Mesos is a meta-scheduler for framework schedulers who
try to share data and resources in cluster computing environment. In Mesos, there is a master process that
manages per-node slave daemons, while there are frameworks’ schedulers that ask for running tasks on the
slaves.
Mesos uses a novel resource offer mechanism instead of resource request mechanism that is employed in
YARN and Corona. Each resource offer contains a list of available resources on slave machines. The master
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is in charge of making decisions according to the administration policies (such as fair sharing or priority)
about the amount of resources to offer to each framework. Since the whole system depends on the master
process, there should be fault-tolerance mechanisms to preserve the state of this entity. As a result, Mesos
master has been designed to be a soft state so that in the case of failure, a new master from the pool of
hot-standby masters can completely reconstruct the failed master. To this end, Mesos utilizes ZooKeeper [28].
Figure 2.4: Resource offer example [38]
Figure 2.4 shows resource offer mechanism in Mesos. While the master decides how many resources offer
to each framework, it is the responsibility of frameworks schedulers to choose among the offered resources for
its internal usage. Therefore, the resource allocation mechanism contains following steps: a) A slave reports
the master that it has free resources. b) Master selects one of the framework schedulers based on cluster
internal policies to offer this resources. c) Master sends the description of resources as an offer to the selected
scheduler. d) The selected scheduler responds to the master offer according to its requirements. e) Mas-
ter informs the slave about the required allocation, which in turn launches the framework’s tasks. Mesos’s
master does not require frameworks’ resource requirements or constraints; therefore, frameworks can evolve
independently from the master. Instead, frameworks are allowed to reject resource offers that do not match
their constraints and wait for the future offers. To further improve the efficiency of resource offer mechanism,
there is also a filtering mechanism in Mesos, which specifies certain resource that framework will always reject.
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2.4.4 Concurrent Distributed Schedulers
Aforementioned systems with distributed schedulers achieve scalability, fault-tolerance, and high availability
compared with centralized scheduling. However, their sequential resource managers impose limitations on
their extensive usage. These systems are optimized for long-lasting jobs with complex resource constraints;
therefore, they do not have proper service time or throughput for scheduling sub-second tasks [52]. Further-
more, their scheduling is suboptimal since neither the resource manager nor the schedulers have a complete
view of tasks’ characteristics and the cluster state respectively [24]. Consequently, concurrent distributed
cluster schedulers designed to overcome these limitations.
Sparrow
Sparrow is a distributed cluster scheduling system which can schedule tasks with low latency and high
throughput. Scheduling highly parallel jobs with short tasks, around hundreds of milliseconds, presents a dif-
ficult challenge for centralized or sequential resource managers. Sparrow addresses this challenge by exploring
stateless concurrent schedulers that utilize the power of two choices technique [52]. The power of two choices
is a load balancing technique which schedules each task by probing two randomly selected servers and placing
the task on the server with a smaller queue. Task placement with this technique improves expected wait time
exponentially compare with simple random placement [49]. Sparrow considers a cluster as a combination of
worker machines that run tasks in a fixed number of slots and schedulers that assign tasks to those slots.
Schedulers make decision concurrently and independently; also, each of them can schedule a submitted job.
To make the power of two choices more efficient for cluster computing environment, Sparrow introduces
two techniques: batch sampling and late binding. Since parallel jobs are sensitive to tail task waiting time,
completion of a job depends on the last task completion, Sparrow tries to address this concern by the means
of batch sampling. In batch sampling, instead of performing sampling for each task independently, schedulers
place the m tasks of a job on the least loaded set of d.m randomly probed machines. Also, there are two
other performance issues with the power of two choices: a) The queue length is not a good indicator of
expected waiting time. b) Messaging delay causes race condition among multiple schedulers that sample
concurrently. Sparrow addresses these two issues by applying late binding. In late binding, schedulers delay
task assignment to the slots until the workers machines have free resources to run them. As a result, the
response time of a job decreases compared to the power of two choices with batch sampling.
Sparrow is a primary prototype design to investigate the possibility of the power of two choices scheduling
in cluster computing environment. As a result, it has several shortcomings that hinder its usage in production
clusters. These limitations are: a) Static partitioning of resources and slot-based resource allocation which
lead to an improper serving of resource demands. b) Solid distributed design which precludes Sparrow
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of scheduling techniques in a simulated cluster of 10,000 4-core machines
running jobs with 100-tasks [52]
from applying global scheduling policies such as fair-share. c) Lack of a mechanism for handling worker
failures which are very likely in cluster computing environment. d) No internal mechanism to address the
exponential growth of scheduling latency when the cluster load rises to 80% and above (Figure 2.5). Moreover,
e) Incapability of handling complex job’s constraints since Sparrow’s schedulers do not have cluster’s resource
view.
Apollo
As clusters’ sizes grow continuously, it becomes more challenging to balance scalability and scheduling quality
of resource managers. Apollo’s designers explored distributed and loosely coordinated scheduling to address
this challenge. Utilization of distributed schedulers makes Apollo a scalable resource management systems.
These schedulers make decisions in an opportunistic and coordinated manner by using synchronized cluster
information. Opportunistic scheduling increases cluster utilization and decreases job latency.
To implement opportunistic scheduling, Apollo introduces regular tasks and opportunistic tasks. Apollo
provides low latency for regular tasks while trying to increase utilization by scheduling opportunistic tasks in
the slack left by regular class [10]. To limit the number of regular tasks and ensure fairness, Apollo employs
a token-based mechanism. Each token is a right to execute a regular task which consumes up to a limited
amount of memory and CPU. Since opportunistic tasks are subject to starvation, these tasks can be upgraded
to regular class after being assigned a token. To synchronize cluster information, Apollo presents server load
and local queues advertisement mechanism. This mechanism provides a near-future view of available re-
sources on each node for schedulers.
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Apollo schedules each task on a server which minimizes the task’s duration to achieve high-quality. To
this end, Apollo introduces an estimation model based on completion time and the probability of failure. To
estimate the task completion time when there is no failures, it considers following times: a) task initialization
time for fetching the required files, b) task wait time which comes from a lookup in the wait-time matrix of
the host server, and c) task runtime which consists bot I/O time and CPU time . To calculate probability
of task failure, Apollo utilized an empirically determined value and upcoming and past server maintenance
schedule. This model allows schedulers to perform weighted decision rather than just considering task place-
ment requirements such as data locality. To manage unexpected cluster changes and suboptimal estimations,
Apollo employs series of correction mechanisms to dynamically adjust previous decisions.
Providing cluster information for schedulers addresses Sparrow’s limitations in handling worker failures
and serving jobs with complex constraints. However, it limits system scalability by imposing a substantial
overhead to synchronize schedulers. Designers of Apollo ignored this fact since they just targeted SCOPE
[74] framework in their design. Since SCOPE applications do not have elastic resource demand similar to web
services, there is no need for continuous resource allocation which requires resynchronization. Furthermore,
schedulers are subject to conflicts, especially in a highly loaded cluster. This is because schedulers tend to
schedule tasks to the same lightly loaded servers because they share similar cluster state. To summarize the
presented cluster management systems, Table 2.1 shows and abstract view of the systems.
Table 2.1: The summary of the presented systems
Name Centralized/Distributed Concurrent/Sequential Frameworks
Hadoop Centralized Sequential MapReduce, Hive, Giraph [6]
Spark Centralized Sequential Spark
Quasar Centralized Sequential No restriction
Omega Centralized Concurrent No restriction
YARN Distributed Sequential No restriction
Corona Distributed Sequential MapReduce, Hive
Mesos Distributed Sequential No restriction
Sparrow Distributed Concurrent No restriction
Apollo Distributed Concurrent Scope
2.5 From Map-Reduce to MACRM
This section presents recent evolutions in cluster computing environment which motivate us to design a new
cluster resource manager. Section 2.5.1 describes the advances in network technology which remove the disk
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locality requirement in task scheduling. Section 2.5.2 presents the scalability issues in existing systems which
drive us to design a more modular resource management system.
2.5.1 Disk-locality Is Not a Scheduling Concern Anymore
Although cluster computing history goes back to the 1970s when Unix operating system and TCP/IP network
protocols were shaped, it started to become the mainstream approach for supercomputing in early 2000s [48].
This is a time when Google revealed details of its cluster computing facility which supports Google search
service. The first paper was released in 2003 which discussed the Google internal cluster architecture, and
the second one in 2004 that presented their computing model for processing big data.
In the first paper, they showed how a large facility with 15,000 commodity-class PCs and network switches
to support their search engine computation were built [8]. The second paper discussed Google’s Map-Reduce
programming model which automatically parallelizes and executes programs on a large cluster of commodity
machines [22]. Map-Reduce is used for processing and generating large data sets by utilizing services from
Google File System (GFS) [30] which is a distributed file system that divides each file into 64 MB blocks and
stores three copies of each block on different servers.
Google’s cost-effective computing platform and simple programming model attracted significant attention
to cluster computing and big data analysis. Since then, several other programming models have been de-
veloped based on the Map-Reduce2 programming model idea, such as Spark [73] and Dryad [15]. Although
they are programming models, they are usually associated with cluster management and scheduling systems
that can satisfy their processing requirements.
A common feature among all of the proposed scheduling systems is data-locality. Since Map-Reduce de-
signers assumed that network bandwidth is a relatively scarce resource in the cluster computing environment,
they attempted to schedule tasks on a machine which has a replica of the input data [22]. This was a fair
assumption since Google used a tree-like network structure to connect the servers to each other. The servers
were grouped into the racks consisting of 40+ machines and were interconnected via a 100-Mbps Ethernet
switches.3 Then all the racks were connected by one or two gigabit uplinks to a core gigabit switch. In this
network topology, bisection bandwidth per node is much lower than that of the out link from each node.
Consequently, achieving disk locality is a major factor in the design of cluster scheduler.
However, recent advances in network devices and network topology design has changed the conditions.
2From now to the end of this document, by Map-Reduce we mean Map-Reduce programming model and its open-source
implementation Hadoop 1.x
3We use the term switch to refer to both layer two switching and layer three routing
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of disk and memory read bandwidths locally and across a network [3]
Currently, commercially available switches can support the aggregate link speed of 100Gbps, and server Net-
work Interface Cards (NIC) can provide 10 to 25Gbps rate. By utilizing these new network devices, read
bandwidth from a local disk is just about 8% faster (Figure 2.6) compared to the read from local network in
a tree network topology [3].
Although utilizing new network devices has extended data-locality level from disk local to rack local, off-
rack bandwidth oversubscription [22] still drives motivations for data-local scheduling in clusters with tree
network topology. Oversubscription is a means of lowering the total cost of the design for a data center. An
oversubscription of 1:1 means that all hosts can communicate with an arbitrary host at the full bandwidth
which is their network interface bandwidth. Typical data center designs had oversubscription value of 2.5:1
which provided bisectional bandwidth of 400Mbps with 1Gbps network interfaces [2].
To decrease the oversubscription value from 2.5:1 to 1:1 with commodity network switches, Al-Fares et al.
[2] developed a fat-tree network topology which is a special instance of a Clos network topology [18] (Figure
2.7 shows their network organization). In a k-ary fat-tree topology, there are k pods, and each has two layers
of k2 switches.
k
2 of each k-port switch are connected to
k
2 of hosts, and the remaining ports are connected to k
ports in the aggregation layer of the tree. By utilizing commodity network switch and fat-tree topology, they
achieved 1:1 oversubscription value with much lower cost compared to the tree topology with 2.5:1 oversub-
scription value. As a result, their method has been adopted by new data centers and is currently into use [13].
Rather than bandwidth oversubscription, another assumption that calls for disk locality is disk I/O consti-
tuting a considerable fraction of task’s lifetime. Although this is a case in general Map-Reduce computation,
two movements in data-parallel computing invalidate this assumption. The first movement is the development
of different programming models like Pregel [44] and Dryad [34] for iterative data-parallel computations such
as graph processing and machine learning applications. In these models, instead of using multiple two-level
Map-Reduce jobs to imitate iterations, they create a graph of tasks which communicate through message
passing. Consequently, the intermediate results between iterations or graph vertices are streamed on the
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Figure 2.7: A fat-tree network topology [2].
network rather than I/O from disks.
The second movement is the utilization of tiny tasks for data-parallel computations. Using tiny tasks
paradigm can mitigate stragglers and increase cluster utilization without sacrificing job response time and
fairness [51]. In this paradigm, jobs are broken into tiny tasks operating on a small amount of input data
and are completed in hundreds of milliseconds. This is a pattern for a large portion of Map-Reduce jobs; for
example, statistics of Facebook production Map-Reduce cluster shows that on average 96% of jobs has less
than 7MB input and output data while each job has more than ten tasks [16].
2.5.2 Does Not Scale
Although aforementioned changes reduce the need for disk locality and decrease the cluster scheduling com-
plexity, there are still several shortcomings in primarily Map-Reduce design. By early 2011, Map-Reduce
started reaching its limitation in large-scale production clusters such as Facebook’s data warehouse facilities
[26] and Yahoo!’s infrastructures driving its WebMap4 application. The issues originate from the scheduling
framework which consists of a Job Tracker and per-node Task Trackers.
Job Tracker’s primary responsibilities are: a) Cluster resource management and monitoring. b) Schedul-
ing submitted jobs of all users. Task Trackers are in charge of running the tasks that are assigned by the Job
Tracker. Scalability limitations of this design become evident when the number of jobs increases and clusters
4A technology that powers Yahoo!’s search engine for building a graph of the known web [20]
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grow up to nearly 4K nodes. As a result, Job Tracker cannot handle its responsibilities adequately and
imposes a large scheduling overhead which results in an obvious drop in the cluster utilization. Another limi-
tation of Map-Reduce framework is its resource-centric model which is not compatible with other application
models. While Map-Reduce supports a broad range of use cases, it is not the proper choice for large-scale
iterative computations and bulk-synchronous parallel models with message passing. Such tight coupling of
the programming model with resource management pushes users to abuse the programming model by writing
applications that break the built-in assumptions of Map-Reduce. As a result, this leads to poor utilization,
potential deadlocks, and instability [67] since Map-Reduce’s scheduler tries to thwart the assumptions.
Consequently, studies [67, 26, 32] have suggested separation of Job Tracker responsibilities to address
scalability and flexibility issues. The common design pattern among all the suggested solutions is using
a centralized resource manager for tracking resource usage, monitoring node liveness, enforcing allocation
invariants, and arbitrating contention among users. This central entity deals with abstract descriptions of
user requirements for resource allocation and ignores semantics of each allocation. The task of controlling
the semantics of allocation and coordinating the logical plan of jobs are delegated to distributed schedulers.
There can be per-job, per-framework, or per-user schedulers based on the system’s design. These schedulers
acquire resources by requesting from the resource manager or accepting the resource manager’s offers. Then,
they generate a plan for acquired resources and coordinates the execution of plan around possible failures.
The design with per-user schedulers limits the effects of a malfunctioning job to the job’s owner. How-
ever, since these schedulers cannot be optimized for all kind of applications, they cannot properly manage
lifecycle aspects of all possible jobs, unless, each user is inclined to submit same jobs with similar resource
requirements, optimization strategy, and failure recovery policies. Using per-framework scheduler can provide
better control over an application’s lifecycle aspects since applications that are developed within the same
programming model usually have similar features. However, a buggy application from a user can crash the
schedulers and affect the other users and their applications. Therefore, design with per-framework schedulers
hampers system multi-tenancy requirements. Furthermore, per-framework schedulers limit the developers
to use specific programming frameworks and prevent them from applying specific optimizations or planning
strategies for their jobs. Design with per-job schedulers addresses issues in per-user and per-framework
schedulers by undertaking overhead of allocating a scheduler for each job. The fine-grained per-job scheduler
provides flexibility, simplicity, and fault isolation for applications and their owners. Still, all the schedulers
depend on the central resource manager which intensifies single point of failure concerns.
Moreover, all of these designs will eventually encounter scalability problems at different levels. Growth in
the number of submitted jobs will result in an exponential increase in the number of tasks because of highly
parallel jobs like in-memory spark queries. With per-framework or per-user schedulers, this exponential
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growth in the number of tasks that a scheduler should serve will repeat Map-Reduce scalability problems in
schedulers level. In designs with per-job schedulers, growth in the number of tasks per job further justifies
resource overhead of a scheduler for each job. However, this increase causes scalability issue at the resource
manager level because it should server resource request with very high throughput. In the next chapter,
we present architecture of an adaptive distributed/centralized resource management systems which address
aforementioned issues in existing resource manager.
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Chapter 3
System Design and Implementation
This chapter presents details of the design and implementation of the Multi-Agent Cluster Resource
Management System (MACRM). Section 3.1 presents details of MACRM’s design which considers recent
advances in cluster computing and limitations of the existing resource management systems. Then, Section
3.2 describes implementation aspects of MACRM and how it has been developed based on the presented
design.
3.1 MACRM Architecture
In MACRM design, we focus to address the shortcomings (Section 2.5.1 and Section 2.5.2) of the existing re-
source management systems. MACRM design concentrates on scalability, fault-tolerance, and average service
time aspects of resource management. Considering each of these aspects separately, we had several choices for
improvement. For example, to address single point of failure problem of a centralized resource manager, we
could break the resource manager up to smaller components which are less expensive to recover, or replicate
the resource manager and replace it with a replica in a case of failure, or create multiple instances of the
resource manager which work concurrently. However, these aspects are connected; therefore, improving each
of them imposes limitations on the possible choices for the two other aspects.
To come up with a comprehensive cluster resource manager with a satisfactory scalability, fault-tolerance,
and service time, we revised possible choices based on our preliminary investigations. In other words, we
considered viable solutions for improving each of the system’s aspects in the beginning, then tried to chose
the most proper ones based on our primary results. The next five subsections present our journey to find the
best solutions. This process led to an adaptive distributed/centralized resource management system which
is reactive to cluster load and has a scalable and modular structure.
3.1.1 Let’s Divide It Again
In the first open-source implementation of Map-Reduce, there is a centralized job tracker which is in charge
of all scheduling and resource tracking responsibilities. The job tracker tracks the cluster’s resources using
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heartbeats, which are periodic messages from the cluster’s nodes to the job tracker. Heartbeat is also a
mechanism to monitor liveness of the cluster’s nodes. In this design, the job tracker can only process 100
heartbeats per second, assuming each RPC is processed in 10 milliseconds [1]. As a result, in a cluster with
2000 nodes, each node can send a heartbeat only every 20 seconds. To address this scalability issue, job
tracker’s responsibilities are delegated to a resource manager and per-job schedulers in the second version
of Map-Reduce. As a result, nodes can send heartbeats at shorter intervals. MACRM has a similar design
to the second version of Map-Reduce. There is a centralized resource manager which tracks a cluster’s re-
sources and makes decisions about their allocation. Moreover, the resource manager serves resource requests
of per-job schedulers. Per-job schedulers are responsible for coordinating execution of the jobs’ tasks and
manage lifecycle aspects of the jobs such as applying optimizations, tracking job progress, handling resource
requirments fluctuation, and reacting to failures.
The centralized design of the resource manager and heartbeat mechanism for tracking cluster’s nodes still
causes scalability problem. It is evident that as the cluster size grows, the number of heartbeats that are
received by the resource manager increases. Moreover, as the number of jobs rises, the number of resource
requests from per-job schedulers increases. Therefore, this single resource manager becomes a bottleneck,
limiting scalability. A simple solution for this scalability issue can be adaptively reducing the number of
heartbeats in high loads by increasing heartbeat’s intervals. However, it would cause high latency for jobs
requiring available resources for their tasks’ execution. This is because the resource manager serves the re-
source requests based on the resource availability information it receives through heartbeats. This happens
as a result of using heartbeats for both cluster monitoring and resource allocation. To track the cluster state
and monitor nodes, the resource manager should receive heartbeats from all the nodes. However, to allocate
resources, the resource manager only needs to find nodes with free resources.
The design with a centralized resource manager also suffers from a single point of failure. Since most of
the system progress depend on the functionality of the resource manager, failure of this entity will be catas-
trophic for the users and their applications. This problem can be addressed by replication of the resource
manager using ZooKepper [28]. ZooKepper reconstructs the internal state of the resource manager in replicas
and in the case of a resource manger’s failures it replaces one of the replicas with it. Replicating the internal
state of a resource manager has overhead which can be decreased by ignoring some of the unessential infor-
mation. Suppose that the resource manager is an agent and its internal state changes based on the messages
received from other entities. The resource manager has the following interfaces to communicate with the
other entities: a) User Interface: to accept job submission from users and to provide controlling information
to the users. b) Scheduler Interface: to receive resource requests from the schedulers. c) Node Interface:
to receive heartbeats from cluster nodes and track their liveness. The communication pattern of the first
two interfaces are event-driven, so their information needs to be persisted because the information cannot be
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Figure 3.1: MACRM’s system components and their communications
reconstructed and do not expire (hard-state information [17]). The communication pattern of the last inter-
face is based on periodic heartbeats, which means the nodes’ states can be reconstructed through the future
heartbeats [43] (soft-state information [17]). Therefore, Zookeeper can ignore nodes’ state in creating replicas.
Two aforementioned scalability problems in a centralized resource manager are related. For resource
tracking, the resource manager needs to receive periodic heartbeats from cluster’s nodes (soft-state infor-
mation). While for resource allocation, it requires information about the submitted jobs and the resource
requests from schedulers (hard-state information). As a result, to address the scalability problems and to
decrease failure recovery overhead, MACRM breaks up the resource manager into two separate entities (Fig-
ure 3.1 shows MACRM’s system components). Particularly, MACRM has a resource tracker agent and a
resource arbitrator agent instead of a resource manager agent. These agents are described blow.
The resource tracker is responsible for monitoring a cluster by creating and preserving a complete view
of the cluster. To this end, it receives periodic heartbeats through its node interface and updates the cluster
view based on them. Afterward, the resource tracker filters the heartbeats from the nodes with free resources
and forwards them to the resource arbitrator. There can be multiple instances of the resource tracker when
the cluster size is extremely large (Section 3.2.3). This eliminates the resource manager’s scalability issues
when the number of nodes increases. Moreover, each resource tracker’s view of the cluster is soft-state since
it can easily be reconstructed from scratch by receiving a round of heartbeats. Therefore, they have tiny
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failure recovery overhead because a new resource tracker can immediately be replaced by the failed one.
The resource arbitrator is in charge of resource allocation. As shown in Figure 3.1 it has three interfaces
to users, schedulers, and the resource tracker. On the first interface, it accepts job submission from users and
provides information about jobs’ status to them. Through the second interface, per-job schedulers can submit
their resource requests to the resource arbitrator. And finally, the resource arbitrator receives information
about nodes with free resources and each user’s share of the cluster on the third interface. Furthermore, the
resource arbitrator queries the resource tracker for the state of a particular job to serve users’ monitoring
requests.
Separation of resource tracking from resource allocation can provide a more scalable and modular system
in which the resource arbitrator has a smaller and simpler internal state. Therefore, its internal state can
be replicated and recovered faster compared with the resource manager’s internal state. To recover resource
arbitrator from a failure we use ZooKeeper [28] which preserves consistency of the internal state. However,
this new design further aggravates scheduling delay of the centralized systems. In the next section, we
investigate shortcomings of heartbeat based resource allocation and present MACRM’s solutions.
3.1.2 Low Scheduling Latency in MACRM
Different resource monitoring modes have been proposed in distributed system’s research [69] which can be
categorized into four classes: periodic push mode, periodic pull mode, event-driven push mode and event-
driven pull mode. Push mode refers to the case where every node in a distributed system actively reports
its status to the monitor. Pull mode refers to the condition where the monitor actively queries a node’s
state. Periodic or event-driven aspects of the monitoring are determined by the timing pattern of monitoring
occurrence [69].
MACRM adapts push mode rather than pull mode to scale up to clusters with thousands of nodes. This is
because pull mode resource monitoring requires the double number of message transmission to acquire status
of the same number of nodes compared to push mode. Furthermore, MACRM utilizes periodic monitoring
rather than event-driven monitoring in order to discover node failure faster. Although, periodic push based
monitoring causes scheduling delay which increases response time of applications and decreases resource uti-
lization, this delay is inconsequential relative to long-running batch processes like Map-Reduce jobs [25].
However, scheduling delay associated with periodic push based monitoring approach or heartbeat is a
substantial concern for interactive jobs like in-memory Spark queries. These jobs must be served with low
latency and high scheduling delay is an intolerable overhead for them: for 100 milliseconds tasks, scheduling
delay above tens of milliseconds is unacceptable [52]. Currently, a large portion of jobs in production clusters
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Figure 3.2: Average execution time for some of the data analytics frameworks.
are short interactive queries such as Dremel, Impala, and Spark (Figure 3.2). These jobs are ad-hoc queries
for data analysis and data mining. For example, in 2012, Facebook clusters served more than 60K queries
per day, which is more than 80% of their daily workload [26]. This workload distribution is broadly similar
to what can be observed in cluster traces from other internet companies like Google [57] and Yahoo [36].
There are also two other timing concerns that become apparent in a centralize sequential scheduler. The
first one is queuing delay to apply resource allocation policies. Cluster managers apply allocation policies,
such as fair-share or capacity scheduling, to arbitrate contention when aggregate demand for resources ex-
ceeds computing capability. However, in low loads, this process imposes useless overhead and increase service
time.
Another timing issue that is substantial in sequential scheduling is head-of-line-blocking wherein a large
and high-priority job with complex scheduling constraint may cause scheduling delay for all subsequent jobs
[38]. For example, scheduling a task with several hard-constraints involves considering multiple independent
groups of machines that may nest and overlap, which is an NP-complete constraint satisfaction problem.
The same as the scheduling delay from periodic push based monitoring approach, these delays also decrease
cluster utilization and directly affects companies’ revenues.
We propose adaptive distributed/centralized resource allocation to address the aforementioned timing
delay and to increase in cluster utilization. In low loads, MACRM lets per-job schedulers to sample cluster
nodes to find free resources for their tasks. This eliminates all the aforementioned timing delay since this
approach does not depend on heartbeats and does not include the application of allocation policies. More-
over, since each job has its scheduler, “head of line blocking” is irrelevant. The next two sections present
our approach for distributed resource allocation. In high loads, MACRM falls back to centralized resource
allocation to be able to apply allocation policies. However, it uses a novel event-driven/periodic heartbeats
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to avoid timing delay of heartbeats. Also, it utilizes parallel scheduling to address the “head of line blocking”
problem. Section 3.1.5 presents this resource allocation mode in details.
3.1.3 Power of Two Choices
As mentioned earlier, there is a dedicated scheduler for each job in MACRM’s design which executes inside
a container.1 Since these schedulers have computing and communication resources, they can independently
search cluster nodes for free resources. A straightforward way to implement resource lookup in per-job sched-
ulers is sharing the whole cluster state with them. Then, the schedulers can concurrently allocate resources
based on free resources in the cluster state. However, this approach imposes a considerable communication
overhead to share and update the cluster state. Moreover, sharing the same cluster state leads to allocation
conflict since schedulers tend to allocate resources to lightly loaded nodes to decrease resource interference
between tasks on a single node [10].
To avoid the overhead of cluster state sharing and decrease conflicting allocation we chose to use random
resource sampling techniques. Finding free resources and allocating them for tasks’ execution is a load bal-
ancing problem. In this problem, we are looking for a balanced task distribution among a set of machines.
This problem can be represented as a balls and bins problem [55] in which balls are tasks and bins are cluster
servers. Suppose that n balls are placed into n bins by choosing bins independently and uniformly at random.
It is well known that with high probability, the maximum number of balls in each bin will be lognlog logn . Azar
et. al. [7] show that if we choose two bins independently and uniformly at random for each ball, and place
the ball into the less full bin, the maximum bin load with high probability drops to log lognlog 2 + O(1), which
is exponential improvement. Therefore, by utilizing the power of two choices, we can achieve close to O(1)
load in each bin with a stateless approach. The network overhead of this method is very small compared
with sharing cluster state since it only requires sending very small sampling messages. Also, the sampling
messages starting points and destinations are spread across network while cluster state should be served by
a centralized entity which eventually leads to scalability issue.
Consequently, when a user submits a job to the resource arbitrator, it allocates a container to execute a
job manager agent for the submitted job. Then, the job manager starts sampling cluster nodes to find free
resources, instead of sending resource requests to the resource arbitrator. The job manager should send a
message to a node’s node manager to sample the node. Each worker machine has a node manager which
monitors resources and containers on that machine. To this end, the job manager needs to know the IP
addresses of the nodes. The resource arbitrator preloads this information into a job manager configuration
1Containers are system-level virtualization method that can limit a process tree access to computational resources and devices.
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Figure 3.3: Node Manager logic for managing node samplings.
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file during container allocation process. Compared with sharing the whole cluster state, the size of cluster
structure or IP address range is typically very small. For example, when the cluster has a continuous range of
IP addresses on its nodes, size of the pre-loaded information is eight bytes, four bytes for the first IP address
in range and four bytes for the last IP address.
To further adapt the power of two choices technique for jobs with multiple tasks, we utilize the recently
developed multiple choices approach [55]. In this approach, instead of performing sampling for each task
independently, a job manager places the n tasks of the job on the least loaded of d × n randomly selected
nodes, where d ≥ 2. Arranging and putting samples together improves per-task sampling by sharing in-
formation across all the samplings. However, it is still possible that the job manager cannot find enough
free resources and the sampling fails since the job manager does not hear back from some of the sampled nodes.
A sample node does not respond back to a sampling request in any of the following situations: a) The
sampled node is not available due to a hardware failure or crash of its node manager. b) The node manager
has sent a heartbeat and is waiting for its response. In this case, the node manager ignores any sampling
request because it may receive a resource allocation from the resource manager in the response. c) The node
manager has responded to another sampling request and is waiting for its response. d) The node does not
have free resources. Figure 3.3 shows the algorithm of a node manger for handling resource sampling inquiries.
To recognize a sampling failure, a job manager should initiate a timer after the submission of resource
sampling requests. Then, it should wait for responses from the sampled nodes. If the job manager cannot
acquire enough resources from the received responses and the timer times out, the job manager should repeat
the sampling by querying a new set of nodes. However, since the sampling is based on random selections,
it is still possible that the job manager cannot find enough resources after several retries. This leads to a
considerable latency in tasks execution and increases a job’s response time. To address this issue, we have
devised different techniques to decrease resource allocation latency through random sampling which will be
presented in the next section.
3.1.4 Adaptive Sampling Rate
To further investigate the power of two choices with batch sampling and the effects of sampling retires on
the response time of a job, we performed a simulation experiment. In this simulation, we created a cluster
of two hundred 4-core machines. We set up network round trip to one millisecond between simulated nodes
with standard deviation of 0.02 millisecond. In the simulation, jobs arrive as a Poisson process with mean
inter-arrival times of 1 second. Each job is composed of 9 tasks, and all the tasks have the same duration,
which is chosen from an exponential distribution with a mean of one second. When tasks have different
durations, short tasks can wait longer without affecting job response time; therefore, we use tasks of the
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same duration to put the most stress on the distributed resource allocation techniques. Also, using tasks
with same duration helps us to focus the investigation just on the effects of sampling retries. Each task
requires one core, and each job requires ten cores in total to complete its computation.
Figure 3.4: Average service time with the power of two choices
Figure 3.4 shows the average service time for one hundred jobs in different loads. We set the initial
cluster load to 60% since the average memory and CPU usage in one-hour windows is around 50% and 60%
respectively in production clusters [57]. We calculated the service time by subtracting duration of a task
from the job’s time span in the system. In this simulation, the sampling rate was two per task and the job
managers applied batch sampling to acquire resources for nine tasks. Furthermore, the sampling timeout was
set to five milliseconds and each node submitted heart beats every 1 second. As shown in Figure 3.4, the
service time increases very fast as the cluster load increases. This has two main reasons: a) jobs encounter
higher queuing delay inside the resource arbitrator during resource allocation for their job managers, and
b) tasks experience delay as a result of several resource sampling failures.
To decrease the overhead of sampling retries we double the sampling rate after each failure. Figure 3.5
shows the results of simple sampling with the power of two choices compared to the sampling with doubling
the sampling rate after each failure. While in the middle load (60% - 75%) there is not much difference,
doubling the sampling rate after each failure decreases the service time more than 25% as the cluster load
reaches 95%. This is because the doubling of the sampling rate increases the probability of finding free
resources or decreases the likelihood of another sampling failure. In spite of this improvement, the sampling
retries still happened several times, especially in high load, since the initial sampling rate was fixed and equal
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to two. To cope with this situation, we adaptively change the initial sampling rate.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the power of two choices (in blue) vs. the power of two choices with
doubling sampling rate after each failure (in red).
To find out the other effective parameters for adaptively changing the initial sampling rate rather than
cluster load, we performed another round of simulation. In this simulation, we focused on some potential
parameters such as cluster size, number of tasks in each job, and jobs inter-arrival time. To this end, we
arranged three cluster sizes with 100, 200, and 400 nodes. The total number of cores set to 16000 and the
total memory set to 1600 gigabyte in all the three configurations. We used jobs with four or eight tasks with
exponential distribution (1/λ = 1sec) durations. Furthermore, we kept the base load fixed and set it to 85%
for all the tests. And finally, jobs were submitted as a Poisson process with mean inter-arrival times of 800
or 1200 milliseconds. We chose these two values to reflect both a shorter and a longer inter-arrival times
compared with a production workload.2
As Figure 3.6 shows, compared with cluster load (Figure 3.5) other potential parameters do not have
a considerable impact on the average service time and so the number of sampling retries. Although using
more fine-grained nodes decreases the service time, this reduction is negligible (less than 4%) compared to
doubling the number of nodes. Moreover, as the number of nodes increases, the arrival rate of heartbeats to
the resource arbitrator increases, since we kept heartbeat’s inter-arrival time fixed. Therefore, this reduction
is also a result of smaller queuing delay in the resource arbitrator because it could allocate resource for job
managers faster. Consequently, cluster load is the only significant criterion for adaptively changing the initial
2For further information about the jobs’ inter-arrival times in a production workload check Section 4.2.1.
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sampling rate.
Figure 3.6: Effects of different parameters on average service time in sampling with the power of two
choices at 85% load
To find a formula that calculates the best initial sampling rate based on the cluster load, we used inter-
polation methods. We repeated the previous simulation for 75%, 80%, 85%, and 90% cluster loads and used
the best initial sampling rates for function interpolation. We chose these loads since failure in sampling with
the rate of two starts to cause a notable increase in service time in 80% load (Figure 3.5). We observed that
sampling rates of 2, 3, 5, and 8 were the best initial rates that minimize the number of sampling retries for
75%, 80%, 85%, and 90% cluster loads. By trying linear, quadratic, and exponential curve fitting methods,
the best function found to fit the achieved results is:
x = clusterLoad× 100⇒ initialSamplingRate = 0.02x2 − 2.9x+ 107 (3.1)
Figure 3.7 shows the results of applying adaptive initial sampling rate on service time compared to the
simple power of two choices and sampling by doubling the sampling rate after each failure. Utilizing adaptive
sampling rate improves service time by up to 21% and 43% respectively compared with these two methods
when the cluster has 5% free resources. Although applying aforementioned sampling techniques to find free
resources decreases service time and increases system throughput, the service time still increases exponen-
tially as the cluster load reaches a very high load. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 3.1.2, in a highly
loaded cluster the aggregated resource demands can exceed available resource which raises concerns about
applying allocation invariants. To tackle these issues we have added another level of adaptation in our system
which will be presented in the next section.
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Figure 3.7: Average service time comparison of the adaptive initial sampling rate method (green)
with the power of two choices (blue) and the power of two choices with doubling sampling rate after
failure (red).
3.1.5 Switch to Centralized Resource Management
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the application of allocation policies, using periodic push based heartbeats for
resource allocation, and head-of-line-blocking are three primary sources of delays in a centralized resource
manager. To address these issues, we have utilized a distributed concurrent sampling approach to allocating
free resources during low load conditions. However, as free resources inside the cluster drop to less than 10%
of the total resources, two issues emerge: a) Overhead of sampling techniques increases as the initial sampling
rate and the number of sampling retries grow. b) Conducting allocation policies becomes unavoidable which
is very hard to manage in a distributed mode. Considering these facts, MACRM adaptively switches to
centralized resource allocation when the cluster is highly loaded. Consequently, the job managers send their
resource requests to the resource arbitrator instead of discovering free resources by sampling.
Changing from the distributed mode to the centralized mode enables MACRM to easily manage the appli-
cation of allocation policies. The same as the other centralized resource manager, MACRM employs different
queuing methods inside the resource arbitrator. However, adhering to the periodic heartbeats for resource
allocation not only increases service time but also causes resource under-utilization when the aggregate re-
source demand is higher than available resources. Resource under-utilization happens because free resources
in nodes remain unused because the resource arbitrator is not immediately notified. A proper solution to
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eliminate this latency is the utilization of an event-driven heartbeat. However, using event-driven heartbeats
requires an alternative mechanism to find node failures. To solve both the latency issue and node failures
discovery, we have developed a hybrid event-based/periodic heartbeats system when the MACRM switches
to its centralized mode.
In this method, as soon as a container’s execution finishes and its resources become available, the node
manger cancels the heartbeat timer, immediately sends a heartbeat to notify the resource arbitrator, and
schedules another heartbeat timer. Also, if the heartbeat timer finishes and the node does not have free re-
sources, the node manager avoids sending heartbeat and schedules a new timer for half of heartbeat interval.
In this case, if the timer expires again and the node does not have free resources, the node manager sends a
heartbeat and schedules the next heartbeats. On the other side, the resource arbitrator starts preserving a
cluster view of the nodes with free resources. This is important since there may not be any resource requests
when the heartbeats arrive at the resource arbitrator, but immediately after that, a burst of resource requests
arrives which can be served by previously received free resources.
To address the head-of-line-blocking, we devised a parallel request serving method. To this end, multi-
ple agents pick resource requests from the resource arbitrator’s queue and try to match the requests with
resources inside the cluster view. The implementation details of this method is presented in Section 3.2.2.
Our experiments show that utilizing hybrid event-driven/periodic heartbeat beside parallel request serving
considerably decreases the service time compare with the random sampling in high load. Figure 3.8 shows
the achieved result in a simulations.
Although switching to the centralized mode in high load decreases the service time compared to the
adaptive sampling rate, using this method in lower load is not a viable solution due to the following facts:
• Scalability concerns: as the cluster load decreases, overhead of using event-driven heartbeats increases
and it limits the system scalability. The overhead of this method is the number of messages that are
received by the resource arbitrator and the required memory to preserve the view of the free resources
in a cluster.
• Fault-tolerance concerns: Relying on centralized resource management makes all the computations
dependent on the resource arbitrator for their progress which intensifies the single point of failure
problem. Furthermore, recovering the resource arbitrator from failures becomes more expensive and
prolonged since its internal state, view of the free resources, grows larger.
• Marginal improvements: When the cluster load is less than 90%, the achieved speedup in serving re-
quests is low compared with the adaptive sampling method as Figure 3.8 shows.
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Figure 3.8: Average service time comparison of the hybrid event-driven/periodic heartbeat + parallel
request serving (red) with the power of two choices + adaptive initial sampling rate (blue).
3.2 MACRM Implementation
The same as the other cluster resource management systems, MACRM is a message-oriented system. How-
ever, its components have been implemented by the means of actors to be more reactive to errors and crashes.
This section presents MACRM’s implementation using actor model of concurrency in details.
3.2.1 Actor-based System Design
As Figure 3.1 shows, MACRM has four major components. To provide their functionalities and perform
corresponding responsibilities, each of them relies on several sub-components. In other words, a component’s
responsibilities are divided among the sub-components, and each of them can execute as a separate compu-
tational process. A sub-components requires information or services from the other sub-components or the
other components to perform its responsibilities. As a result, designing concurrent sub-components increases
throughput and responsiveness of a component and in a higher level the whole cluster management system.
There are four main approaches to build a concurrent system [27]: a) Concurrency based on threads,
locks and shared state; b) Concurrency via software transactional memory; c) Event-driven concurrency; and
d) Actor-based concurrency. The first two concurrency approaches result in procedure-oriented systems that
are based on shared mutable data [41]. In thread-based systems, the software developers are in charge of
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controlling access to the shared data while in software transactional memory applications the development
framework provides mutual exclusion.
Event-driven and actor-based concurrency approaches lead to message-oriented systems. Although both
models are duals of each other and have identical performances [41], all of the existing cluster management
are message-oriented systems based on event-driven concurrency approach. This has two primary reasons:
a) A cluster management system and its internal structure are more message-oriented in nature rather than
procedure-oriented. b) Message-oriented systems are more robust compared to procedure-oriented systems
since they do not grapple with deadlocks, live-locks, and race conditions.
Considering these facts, we have chosen message-oriented concurrency design for development of MACRM
components. However, instead of building event-driven components, we have developed components by com-
posing several actors as sub-components. This design preference is on account of novel supervisor hierarchy
with let-it-crash semantic for fault-tolerance. This fault management approach has been used with a large
success by telecommunication industry to build self-healing application and system that never stop [68].
Throwing an exception in a concurrent code simply blows up the thread that executes the code. In this
case, the only way to find the causing problem or the bug is the inspection of the stack traces. However,
linking actors in a hierarchical fashion provides a clean way of getting notifications on errors and do some-
thing about them. Let-it-crash semantic encourages non-defensive programming in which programmers do
not try to prevent errors or failures since they will eventually happen. Instead, the semantic expects failure
as a natural state in applications’ life cycles. Therefore, it lets the components crash early and another
component with the whole picture of context deals with the failure.
In an actor system, a supervisor actor is responsible for starting, stopping and monitoring its child
actors. The basic idea is that the supervisor should keep its child actor alive by restarting them when errors
happen. There are three different restart strategies: a) One for one: Only the process that terminates will be
restarted. b) One for all: all the child processes will be restarted in a case of a child failure. c) Rest for one:
if a child process terminates, the ’rest’ of the child processes (i.e. the child processes after the terminated
process in start order) are terminated. Then the terminated child and the rest of the child processes are
restarted. [50]. Depending on coupling semantics among child actors, the programmer should choose one of
the aforementioned strategies. The rest of this chapter presents the implementation of resource arbitrator
and resource tracker by the means of Scala programming languages and its actor library Akka.
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3.2.2 Resource Arbitrator Structure
The resource arbitrator is a service which executes on a dedicated machine and acts as a central authority
of the cluster. As mentioned in pervious sections, it is in charge of receiving user submitted jobs and finding
free resources to execute job managers. Besides, in a highly loaded cluster, it is responsible for receiving re-
source requests from job managers and allocating resource for tasks execution. It allocates tasks’ containers
according to the allocation policies in order to arbitrator contention among users and jobs. To accomplish
these responsibilities, we build the resource arbitrator by composing five types of actors as shown in Figure
3.9. The cluster-manager-actor is supervisor actor that creates the other actors in Figure 3.9 and monitors
their liveness. Also, it holds the interface to the resource tracker of MACRM on which it receives information
about nodes with free resource and updates of the cluster state.
Figure 3.9: Resource Arbitrator architecture (Parentheses represent destination/source of the mes-
sages).
The user-interface-actor is in charge of accepting user submitted jobs. Since users’ agents are not part
of a cluster management system, we can only assume that they are software systems. Therefore, the API of
the user-interface-actor should be comprehensive to provide a communication channel for all different kind of
users’ agents. To this end, we used Apache Camel [33] which focuses on making software integration easier by
providing: a) Concrete implementations of all the widely used Enterprise Integration Patterns (EIP). b) Con-
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nectivity to a great variety of APIs and transports protocols. c) Easy to use Domain Specific Languages to
wire EIPs and transports together. Consequently, the user-interface-actor can receive users’ jobs which are
capsulated inside Camel messages by listening on a predefined port. Following receipt of a message for job
submission, it authenticates the user, examines the job description, and then prepares the job for scheduling.
To serve a job, MACRM expects that a user specifies tasks’ hard constraints in the job description.
Therefore, if the cluster does not have proper resources, such as nodes with a particular software package
that is required by a task, the user-interface-actor can reject the job submission. Otherwise, based on the
specified constraints, the user-interface-actor creates a configuration file that contains a list of nodes that can
serve each constraint.
For building the configuration file, the user-interface-actor uses the information inside the cluster state.
Cluster state is a data structure, here is a list, that contains contact information for the node mangers and the
software and hardware capabilities of their corresponding nodes. A job manger utilizes the configuration file
for sampling when the cluster is in low load. Since the job inter-arrival rate may be so high for an extremely
large cluster, we parallelized the creation process of the configuration file by the means of Future property in
Scala. After building the configuration file, the user-interface-actor creates a unique id for the job and then
submits it to the queue-actor.
The queue-actor has different responsibilities based on the current load of a cluster and MACRM cen-
tralized/distributed resource management mode. In low loads, the main responsibility of the queue-actor is
container allocation for execution of the job managers. To this end, it holds a FIFO queue3 of the submitted
jobs and whenever information about a node with free resources arrives from the resource tracker, it allocates
containers on that node. In high loads, the responsibility of the queue-actor shrinks to queuing resource re-
quests and applying allocation policies. Also, it does not receive information about nodes with free resource
anymore. The cluster-manger-actor routes this information to the rack-actor. Therefore, the queue-actor
sends the queued requests to scheduler-actors instead of allocating resource for them itself.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.5, MACRM has parallel scheduler-actors for serving resource requests in
high load to address the head-of-line-blocking issue. Figure 3.10 presents the workflow of the Schedulers
actors. Since there are multiple concurrent scheduler-actors, it is possible that their resource allocations
lead to conflicts. To discover these conflicts and resolve them, scheduler-actors should send changes for their
allocations in their local cluster views to the rack-actor (Step 7). Updating of the cluster view in the rack-
actor is an atomic commit since an actor processes messages one at a time without any overlap. Therefore, in
the case of conflict at most one of the commits will succeed. To deal with conflicts, we utilize two approaches:
3Depending on the administration rules and allocation policies of a cluster, the type of queue can be changed.
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1: resourceRequest ← SendMessage(QueueActor, Dequeue from the resource requests queue)
2: clusterViewCopy ← SendMessage(RackActor, Get a copy of the view of free resources)
3: (isMatched, changesToClusterView) ← FindMatching(resourceRequest, clusterViewCopy)
4: if isMatched = false then
5: goto step2
6: else
7: isSucceeded ← SendMessage(RackActor, changesToClusterView, Try update cluster view)
8: if isSucceeded = true then
9: for nodeMangerAddresses in changesToClusterView do
10: SendMessage(nodeMangerAddresses, Allocate container)
11: end for
12: else
13: goto step2
14: end if
15: end if
Figure 3.10: A scheduler actor pseudo code
a) All-or-nothing: the entire matching process is repeated if any of the container placement causes conflict
b) Incremental: the matching process is repeated only for the conflicting changes while successful placements
are scheduled. Although the first approach may lead to additional conflicts and increases the scheduler-actors
busyness, it is necessary for requests with gang-scheduling constraints. Pseudo code in Figure 3.10 shows the
all-or-nothing approach.
3.2.3 Resource Tracker Structure
The same as the resource arbitrator, MACRM’s resource tracker is composed of different actors. There
are three types of actor to accomplish the resource tracker responsibilities. The supervisor actor is named
resource-tracker-actor which is only responsible for creating and monitoring other actors. Therefore, it does
not have any responsibilities related to the cluster resource management process. The two other actors are
cluster-state-reader and cluster-state-writer.
A cluster-state-reader is responsible for monitoring cluster’s events by analyzing the cluster view. It tracks
the nodes liveness and discovers both node failures and node arrival to a cluster based on heartbeats’ arrival
times. After discovering changes in a node, it sends a message to update the cluster state of the resource
arbitrator. Furthermore, it gathers statistic about the cluster such as each user share of the resources, over-
all resource usage, and jobs’ progress. This information are used for applying allocation policies, adjusting
sampling rate, switching between centralized and distributed mode, and responding to users’ queries about
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their jobs progress.
A cluster-state-writer is in charge of receiving heartbeats from both node managers and job managers
and updating the cluster view. Furthermore, if it receives a heartbeat from a node with free resources, it for-
wards the heartbeat to the resource arbitrator. Although the cluster-state-writer has simple responsibilities,
it should process each heartbeat in less than 0.1ms for a cluster with 10,000 nodes and heartbeat interval
of one second. If the cluster-state-writer cannot provide this throughput, heartbeat arrival will overflow its
mailbox and causes memory crash. As mentioned in section 3.1.1, MACRM can have multiple distributed
resource trackers to scale for an extremely large cluster.
To create a distributed mode, MACRM increases the number of cluster-state-writer and partitions the
cluster nodes among them. In this case, a job manager sends heartbeats to the same cluster-state-writer actor
to which its host node sends heartbeats. Instances of the cluster-state-writer are distributed on several nodes
by utilizing Akka Clustering [19] which automatically distributes and balances actors across multiple nodes.
In Akka clustering, the number of cluster nodes and the number of executing actors can change without any
downtime. Therefore, this design can easily scale with cluster size. With this design, the resource tracker
robustness to failure increases dramatically since the cluster-state-writers are distributed on several nodes
and work independently.
When there are multiple distributed cluster-state-writers, the cluster-state-reader should gather all the
partial cluster views from the cluster-state-writers. However, instead of transferring the partial cluster views
to the cluster-state-reader, cluster-state-writers just send the processing results. This model matches well
with the information that the cluster-state-reader requires since most of them are aggregated information
such as average cluster utilization or total share of each user. For the other kind of information such as node
failure or arrival, the cluster-state-reader periodically queries the cluster-state-writers, and they look into
their cluster views.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Evaluation
This chapter presents the evaluation of our MACRM system described in Chapter 3. MACRM is a hybrid
distributed/centralized system which tries to offer advantages of both worlds. In the absence of a similar
hybrid system comparing it with both a centralized and a distributed system is the best way to evaluate
MACRM. Among the major systems presented in Chapter 2, only YARN [67], Mesos [32], and Spark [73]
have open-source implementation. These are all centralized resource managers with fine-grained schedulers;
YARN and Spark utilize per-job schedulers while Mesos uses per-framework schedulers. Among them, we
chose YARN for this evaluation since it uses fine-grained per-job schedulers like MACRM and it is a general
purpose system compared to Spark which is designed to be an in-memory resource manager.
We apply a change to YARN to make it more competitive in the evaluation. In YARN, when a task
finishes its computation, it notifies YARN’s Resource Manager and then the Resource Manger notifies the
corresponding Job Manager about the task completion. This increases a job’s timespan in the system at
least by a network RTT. Therefore, instead of notifying the Resource Manager about a task completion, we
directly notify the related Job Manager.
Based on our description in Section 2.4.4, we have two candidates for the distributed system in our eval-
uation: Sparrow [52] and Apollo [10]. There are no open-source implementations for these systems, so we
had to implement either of them. We chose to use Sparrow instead of Apollo for the following two reasons.
The first reason is that Apollo relies on task classification (into regular and opportunistic tasks) to perform;
however, the paper lacks a detailed description of this classification, and it appears the system relies on
users to provide this information. The second reason is the complexity of the algorithm for synchronizing
distributed schedulers in Apollo compared to the simplicity of power of two choices mechanism in Sparrow.
Furthermore, this synchronization mechanism decreases jobs’ service times by imposing network overhead
which is hard to formulate as a parameter in our comparison.
In a way similar to what we do with YARN, we apply a change to Sparrow to make our evaluation fair.
Although Sparrow uses a constant number of schedulers for all jobs and their tasks, we create a scheduler
for each submitted job like what MACRM and YARN do. As a result, the jobs are submitted to a queue
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that allocates containers for their schedulers (like job managers in YARN) by random sampling, and then
the schedulers try to allocate resources for the tasks again by the means of random sampling. This way, the
total amount of required resources for a job execution is equal in all three systems; also, the constant number
of schedulers in Sparrow does not degrade its throughput.
4.1 Experiment setup
4.1.1 Google Cluster Trace
The Google cluster is a set of servers that are packed into racks and are connected by a high-bandwidth
cluster network. These servers share a common cluster-management system that allocates resources to jobs
[58]. The cluster trace released in October 2011 consists of what could be considered a month of activity of
a single cluster with +12500 machines. The trace contains +668000 of jobs submitted by 679 users. Each
job is composed of several tasks, which are Linux programs possibly consisting of multiple processes. These
tasks are not gang-scheduled and are usually executed simultaneously [57].
We chose to use the Google cluster trace because it is the only available complete cluster trace; others lack
important information for creating a comprehensive simulation. The Google cluster trace contains detailed
information about nodes’ configurations, tasks’ resource requirements, and tasks’ durations. In comparison,
the other existing traces do not have information about the configuration of cluster nodes. Furthermore,
some of them do not provide resource requirements of tasks and just present the total resource requirement
of jobs. Although this trace goes back to the end of 2011, Google’s cloud engineering team still supports
and maintains it and has not released any new traces. As of early 2016, it is still in wide use as a valid and
credible trace for research in the field of cluster computing.
Unlike traditional Grid and supercomputing environments, this trace represents a much higher diversity
in different aspects. This cluster is constructed from a variety of machine classes at different points in the
configuration space from processing to memory to storage (Table 4.1). Furthermore, there is a large hetero-
geneity in submitted jobs. Job durations span from seconds to more than the duration of the entire trace.
Tasks have a wide diversity of resource demands. Each task specifies estimated maximum RAM and CPU
requirements, and some have placement constraints (e.g., do not run on a machine without an external IP
address).
Some information in the trace has been obfuscated for confidentiality reasons. For example, free-text
fields have been randomly hashed, and resource sizes (for both tasks and machines) have been linearly scaled.
This obfuscation has been done in a consistent way so that the data can still be useful for research studies
[58]. The trace lacks precise information about the jobs’ purposes; however, we can identify the distribution
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Table 4.1: Configuration of machines in Google’s cluster. Resources are linearly scaled so that the
maximum value for CPU and memory is one.
Number of machines Platform CPUs Memory
6732 B 0.50 0.50
3863 B 0.50 0.25
1001 B 0.50 0.75
795 C 1.00 1.00
126 A 0.25 0.25
52 B 0.50 0.12
5 B 0.50 0.03
5 B 0.50 0.97
3 C 1.00 0.50
1 B 0.50 0.06
of jobs, users, and machine characteristics.
To estimate some of the critical features of the Google cluster trace, we searched for available hardware
technology during 2010-2011. At the time, the highest number of cores per machine was for Opteron AMD
6100-series with 12 cores. However, most of the machines in cluster trace belong to platform B, which has half
of the number of cores compared to platform C. Considering popularity of Intel xenon processor for server
machines and the fact that this architecture had at most 6 cores during 2010 to 2011, we think platform B
is likely Intel Xenon processors. There were two models of this platform, Westmere-EP and Beckton. These
models could support up to 12 and 16 Gigabyte of memory respectively. As a result, we think one unit
of memory in the presented trace match 16 Gigabyte of actual memory. Table 4.2 presents our calculated
assumption of the obfuscated information.
Table 4.2: Interpretation of Table 4.1
Obfuscated data Meaning
A Intel Itanium processor series
B Intel Xenon processor series
C AMD Opteron processor series
1.00 × CPUs 12 cores
1.00 × Memory 16 Gigabyte
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4.1.2 Simulation Setup
To conduct a real experiment, we utilize a cluster’s configuration and workload information from the Google
cluster trace. Since access to a production cluster with thousands of machines is expensive, we decided to
do simulation for testing MACRM performance. We simulated a cluster with 500 nodes; the cluster has
the same distribution of machine configuration like Google’s cluster. For example, since 6732 out of 12583
(53.5%) machines in the Google cluster use platform B with 0.5 CPU and 0.5 memory, we set 268 out of 500
machines of our simulated cluster with six cores and eight Gigabyte of memory (Based on our interpretation
in Table 4.2). As a result, the simulated cluster has 3770 Gigabyte of memory and 3177 cores in total.
To run our experiments, we utilize 26 workstation machines.1 Each of these machines has 16 Gigabyte of
RAM and an Intel Core i7 processor; also, they are all connected through a single switch. We run the resource
arbitrator and the resource tracker on one of these nodes, and the rest of nodes are used for hosting cluster
nodes. Therefore, each workstation hosts 20 nodes of the simulated cluster. Since we do not have actual
computing hardware, we’ve chosen to avoid actual execution of tasks. Instead of that, we simulate execution
of a task on a simulated node by decreasing available resources of the node for the duration of the tasks exe-
cution. As a result, our experiment is partly simulation and partly emulation of a real cluster with 500 nodes.
Before running the experiment, we restart all the machines to make sure that there is no interfering
program.2 For each round of simulation, we take following steps: a) Run the resource manager (in case
of MACRM, run the resource tracker and the resource arbitrator) on one of the machines. b) Run twenty
simulated nodes on each workstation, one at a time. c) Make sure that all the simulated nodes have sent
at least one heartbeat to the resource manager (or resource tracker in the case of MACRM). d) Start the
experiment by submitting jobs to the cluster.
The mean Round Trip Time (RTT)3 between actual machines during simulation execution is 0.8 millisec-
ond with a standard deviation of 0.02. Since messages between simulated nodes that are located on the same
machine do not encounter this network delay, we utilized the message-scheduling feature of Akka’s dispatcher
library to apply random delay on these messages. As a result, if the destination of a message has the same IP
address as the current actor but a different port number, we postpone the submission of the message based
on a normal random distribution with mean 0.8 and standard deviation of 0.02.
1These are iMac ”Core i7” (Late 2014/Retina 5K) features a 22 nm ”Haswell” Quad Core 4.0 GHz Intel ”Core i7” (4790K)
processor with four independent processor cores on a single chip, an 8 MB shared level 3 cache, 16 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3
SDRAM (PC3-12800) installed, a 1 TB ”Fusion Drive” (1 TB hard drive and 128 GB SSD), and a AMD Radeon R9 M290X
graphics processor with 2 GB of dedicated GDDR5 memory. They are part of a lab in the department of computer science.
2All the simulations have been performed between 12AM to 4AM while the computers were not in use for any other purpose.
3Found it out by using ping command of UNIX
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The other important aspect of the experiment that we take from Google cluster trace is workload dis-
tribution. As mentioned earlier, there are diverse types of jobs, with a different number of tasks, various
durations, and a diverse range of resource requirements in this trace. To manage and utilize this workload,
we put all the jobs and their related tasks information (around 25 million tasks) into a relation database.
Table 4.3 presents some of the workload’s statistics of the trace based on our query to the database. To
create workloads for our evaluations, we randomly select some of the jobs and create workload files as inputs
for simulation. For the random selection, we created a “SELECT” query with “ORDER BY RAND()” filter
which has a uniform distribution. The next section presents detail of this random selection.
Table 4.3: The workload’s statistics of Google cluster trace
Min Max Average
# tasks per job 1 5000 36.56
Required # core per task 0 0.5 0.0338
Required memory per task (GB) 0.95× 10−6 0.955 0.0284
Task duration (Sec) 1× 10−6 N/A 3000
4.2 Evaluation And Results
We compared MACRM, YARN, and Sparrow along four different dimensions: system service time (4.2.1),
scheduling throughput (4.2.2), scalability (4.2.3), and fault-tolerance (4.2.4).
4.2.1 System Service Time
The first factor for which these systems are compared average service time for a job. Since there is no execu-
tion order among the tasks for a job in Google’s trace, we measure the average service time by subtracting
the duration of the longest task from the job’s timespan in the system. The resulted number contains both
the time that a job is waiting for allocation of its job manager and the time required to find free resources
for tasks execution. Since these times depend on the cluster load, we try to compare these three systems at
different load levels.
To create different load levels from jobs within Google trace, we create different sets of randomly selected
jobs from the created database. Each of these sets contains 1200 jobs, and we use them as input for our eval-
uation. The other important point is the initial load of the simulated cluster. We set the initial cluster load
to 55% since the average memory and CPU usage in one-hour windows is around 50% and 60% respectively
in the Google trace [57]. To set this initial load, we randomly allocate resources on the simulated cluster, and
those resources stay occupied during the simulation time. Then, we feed each set of randomly selected jobs
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(a) 70%-load (b) 75%-load
(c) 80%-load (d) 85%-load
(e) 90%-load
Figure 4.1: Cluster load changes for a sample from each group of the loads. Blue lines present CPU
load and red lines present memory load.
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to measure average service time for the systems. For each set, we change the initial random load. However,
these initial loads are the same when we feed a specific set to each of MACRM, YARN, or Sparrow. Figure
4.1 shows the cluster load changes for some of the sets.
As Figure 4.1 shows, it is very hard to keep the load at a specific point with randomly selected jobs.
Therefore, for comparison of the systems, we categorize sets based on the time they keep load inside a spe-
cific range. For example in Figure 4.1a the cluster load is close to 70% for most of the simulation time (more
that 60% of simulation time), so we categorize this set in the group of 70% load. We make five different
groups for 70%-load, 75%-load, 80%-load, 85%-load, and 90%-load and each group contains four to five sets
of jobs. It is worth notify that we measure the service time just for the jobs which arrive at the cluster when
the load is between -5% and +5% of group load. For example to measure service time for the 70%-load group
we only measure service time when the cluster load is in range 65% to 75%.
We run the simulated cluster with each of MACRM, YARN, and Sparrow serving as the cluster manager
and feed into the cluster one set at a time. Since the goal of this experiment is to measure the average service
time for a job we set the inter-arrival time between the jobs to 500 milliseconds in order to measure the
minimum possible service time regardless of possible competition among jobs to acquire resources. Consid-
ering Google trace duration, the number of submitted job, and assuming eight hours of work per day, 500
milliseconds inter-arrival time is less than half of the average inter-arrival time in the trace.
Figure 4.2 shows the average service time in each group for each of the systems. Considering the result,
the centralized resource manager has the highest service time. This is because YARN’s resource manager
should wait until nodes inform it about their available resources, and this leads to sequential resource al-
location. Therefore, a job’s tasks encounter queuing delay, even without any competitor job, because they
cannot be served concurrently. However, this is not the case for both MACRM and Sparrow since the Job
mangers in these systems simultaneously query multiple nodes to find free resources for serving tasks.
As we expected, increasing the cluster load increases the average service time in all the system. Sparrow
has the highest growth compared to the other systems as a result of a reduction in the chance of finding free
resources with random sampling. But, as Figure 4.2 shows, this is not the case for MACRM, which also use
random sampling. This is the result of using adaptive initial sampling rate and doubling sampling rate after
each failure. Furthermore, MACRM keeps the average service time low by switching to its centralized mode
in very high loads.4
In this experiment, we tried to measure the average service time in a usual condition where the inter-
4Appendix A contains the detailed value of this experiment.
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Figure 4.2: Average service time for YARN, MACRM, and Sparrow in a cluster with 500 nodes.
The heartbeat inter-arrival time is 2000ms and the timeout for sampling retry in both MACRM and
Sparrow is 3ms.
arrival between the jobs is larger than the average service time. However, in real world scenarios, there are
times in which the cluster encounters a burst of job arrival. Especially when the number of users is high, it is
probable that multiple users submit jobs all at the same time. In this case, serving the job or the task that is
in front of resource allocation queue affects service time for the other jobs or tasks inside the queue. This is
the scheduler’s throughput which indicates the amount of the delay. To find out which of the aforementioned
system performs better in these scenarios we did the following experiment.
4.2.2 Scheduling Throughput
To measure throughput of resource allocation for each of the aforementioned systems, again we used our
simulated cluster. To simulate different levels of burst in job arrival, we created sixteen groups of inputs.
Each group contains five different input files and each file has the information for specific number of jobs
which has specific number of tasks. For example, the first group is for simulating the situation when five
jobs each have ten tasks are submitted to the cluster simultaneously. To create this group, we queried our
database of jobs from Google trace for jobs with ten to fifteen tasks. Then, if a retrieved job has more than
ten tasks, we randomly drop their extra tasks. We repeated this process for the burst of ten, fifteen and
twenty jobs that each has ten tasks. And the rest of the groups are created in the same way but for twenty,
thirty and forty tasks.
Besides the size of the burst, cluster load was another variable factor in this experiment. We set the
initial cluster load to 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, and 90% and fed each burst into the cluster. For example, to set
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the initial load to 70%, we utilized the random class of java and its “nextGaussian” function to generate a
normal distribution with mean 70 and standard deviation of 15 (which is (100 - 70)/2). Then, for each node,
we generated two numbers one for CPU and one for memory and allocated CPU and memory according to
the generated numbers. Finally, to measure the capability of the systems for serving burst of job arrival, we
submit all the jobs of an input file simultaneously to the cluster
For comparison, we averaged the maximum service time of jobs for all the input files of a group. Figure
4.3 shows the results of these experiment for YARN, MACRM, and Sparrow. As we have expected, YARN
has the worst results compared to the two other system as a result of its sequential resource allocation that
imposes high queuing delay on jobs and their tasks. Sparrow and MACRM perform better since they make
decision concurrently. In average loads, Sparrow outperforms MACRM since even for allocating job manager
it makes decision concurrently while MACRM should wait for nodes’ heartbeats to allocate job managers.
However, as load increases, MACRM overall makes decisions faster because of adaptive initial sampling rate
and double sampling rate. And finally, when MACRM switch to its centralized mode it achieves a very good
result since it can quickly serve resource request by searching its cluster view of free resources.5
4.2.3 System Scalability
Although achieving low service time and high throughput are important parameters for resource managers,
scalability of these systems is even more important in cluster computing environment. Like an operating sys-
tem in a stand-alone computer, a cluster resource manager should monitor and control the cluster’s resources.
As a result, one aspect of scalability in cluster computing environment is the number of resources. However,
there are two possible ways to increase resources of a distributed system compared with a stand-alone system.
The first way is scaling up the system, which is the only option in stand-alone systems, that refers to adding
more CPU, RAM, and storage to the existing. The second approach is scaling out, which is exclusive to
distributed systems, by adding more nodes to the cluster.
In addition to the number of resources, large-scale systems such as clusters, supercomputers, and Grids
have other scalability aspects that are not relevant to stand-alone systems. One of these sides is the number
of users. Although, current operating systems designed to serve tens of users, large-scale systems like cluster
usually face requests from hundreds of users. This is a challenging requirement to engineer inside a cluster
resource manager because this large number of users usually access resources simultaneously, and they com-
pete. To better define this dimension we can further break down it into two different parts based on user
competition to access resources.
5Appendix I contains detail value of this experiment.
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(a) Sparrow
(b) MACRM
(c) YARN
Figure 4.3: Throughput comparison of Sparrow, MACRM, and YARN.
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The first part is when free resources are rare, and the resource manager should control user access to the
resources by applying administration policies. Lack of these mechanisms causes starvation for some of the
users and is a hindrance to serving even larger number of users. The second situation is when the aggregate
available resources in cluster’s nodes are more than requested resources from users. In this case applying
administration policies and controlling users access to resources leads to resource under-utilization which
again limits the number of users that can be served simultaneously. To sum up, managing large number of
competing users based on the availability of resources is another dimension of scalability for clusters’ resource
managers.
The last aspect of scalability for a resource manager in cluster computing environment is the number of
jobs. Like an operating system, a cluster resource manager should control and monitor life-cycle aspects of
jobs such as resources fluctuation. This is a challenging task since a large cluster may host thousands of jobs
with an enormous number of tasks in total. Although in a cluster computing environment, each node has
an operating system which monitors its local processes, there should be another mechanism beyond single
nodes because jobs mainly have multiple tasks that are distributed across the cluster nodes. Considering
aforementioned scalability aspects, the following table compares MACRM with YARN and Sparrow from the
scalability point of view.
Table 4.4: Scalability comparison of MACRM, YARN, and Sparrow
#Resources #Users #Jobs
Scaling up Scaling out Competition No competition Jobs
Sparrow 3 3 5 3 5
YARN 3 — 3 5 3
MACRM 3 3 3 3 3
All the resources managers can handle scaling up in a cluster’s resources as checks show in the first column
of Table 4.4. This is because each node has an operating system that manages resources of its local node,
and cluster resource managers access and control a node’s resources through communication with node’s
operating system.
By scaling out resources, we add more nodes to the cluster. For resource managers like MACRM and
YARN, which track available resources by the means of heartbeats, this means a higher number of heart-
beats. For example in our simulated cluster, we had 500 nodes with 2000ms heartbeat inter-arrival time. As
a result, the resource managers receives a heartbeat every 4ms on average. Suppose we increase the number
of nodes to 5000, which is still a small production cluster size, while keeping the heartbeat inter-arrival time
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constant. Then, the resource manager receives a heartbeat every 0.4ms on average. This will eventually
make the resource manager a scalability bottleneck. MACRM addresses this problem by breaking up the
resource manager into a resource arbitrator and multiple resource trackers. Therefore, as number of nodes
increases, MACRM increases the number of resource trackers. However, YARN cannot handle large increase
in the number of nodes unless by increasing heartbeat inter-arrival time from nodes which will directly affect
the average service time and scheduling throughput of YARN. Considering Sparrow, it can manage changes
in number of nodes with no concern since it does not monitor cluster nodes.
Using hybrid centralized/distributed design in MACRM leads to a scalable resource management regard-
ing the number of users. Considering number of competing users, because both MACRM and YARN have
centralized entities they can regulate the competition. In YARN, the resource manager can apply adminis-
tration policies while in MACRM the resource arbitrator manages the competition when system switch to
centralized scheduling in high loads. However, since Sparrow trades simplicity of design for the accuracy
of fair sharing by using aggregate fair sharing [52], it cannot manage this aspect. In aggregate fair-share,
each user’s share of resources on a node is proportional to the user priority or weight, regardless of the other
nodes. As a result, if we have 400 users with a same priority, and each of them ask for resources on a node
with 4 Gigabyte of RAM, each of them will receive 10 Megabyte of RAM which may not be enough for any
of the tasks and lead to a job or user starvation.
Considering overhead of administration policies when the available resources are more than requested
resources, both Sparrow and MACRM can serve users with low under-utilization. A Sparrow’s scheduler
starts resource allocation as soon as it receives a job or a tasks since Sparrow does not have a centralized
administration policies application and does not require heartbeats from nodes to allocate resources. In
MACRM, although the sequential centralized resource arbitrator handles the allocation of job managers by
receiving heartbeats from nodes; however, it uses concurrent random sampling in low load for allocation of
the container for tasks which leads to low resource under-utilization like Sparrow’s scheduling. Contrary to
MACRM, YARN always utilizes its centralized resource manager regardless of the cluster load. Therefore, to
allocate resources for both job manager and tasks, it takes a sequential approach based on heartbeat arrivals
from nodes. This leads to a resource under-utilization since resource requests should wait for application of
administration policy and heartbeat arrival while there are lots of free resources in cluster nodes (Figure 4.3c).
The last aspect of scalability is the number of jobs in a cluster. In MACRM and YARN, since each job
has a job manager who is responsible for managing the life-cycle aspect of it, number of jobs is not a scala-
bility challenge for the resource manager. Although the allocated container for a job manager is a resource
overhead, considering the average number of tasks per job and aggregation of their required resources, this is
a viable overhead. Compared with having a job manger for each job, using a constant number of schedulers
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in Sparrow eventually limits the total number of jobs that can be managed inside a cluster. Specifically,
since there is no defined method in Sparrow to scale the number of schedulers based on the number of jobs.
Furthermore, each of Sparrow’s schedulers require plenty of memory and network bandwidth to hold the
states of all the scheduled jobs. To sum up, MACRM’s design approach lets it easily handle different aspects
of system scalability in a complicated environment of a cluster.
4.2.4 Fault-tolerance
As we have mentioned in Section 2.1, one of the inherent feature of cluster computing environment is failures.
This is a result of using commodity hardware and serving a diverse range of jobs which are not the case in
supercomputers and Grids respectively. Therefore, hardware crashes and job failure are ordinary events in
cluster computing environment. Consequently, all the software components of a cluster should be designed
considering this fact. In this section, we compare YARN, MACRM, and Sparrow in the context of failures
and crashes.
In a cluster, hardware crashes can happen in different places. However, we can divide them into node
crashes and network partition. A node crash also leads to failure of its containers which can contain users’
processes or cluster management system’s processes. Also, these processes can fail as a result of exceptions,
high load, inaccessible packages, etc. Therefore, we provide the following list of failure for our compassion:
• Task failure: This is a failure in one of the users’ processes. Task failure can be a result of an internal
problem or exception inside the process. Also, the cluster management software may kill a process, for
example when the process uses more that its allocated resources.
• Job manager failure: As its name implies this is a failure of a job manager. The same as task failure,
it can be a result of both internal problems and external decisions.
• Resource manager failure: This failure happens when one the components of the resource manager
fails. For example, when either resource arbitrator or any of resource tracker of MACRM fails.
• Node failure: This is either hardware failure in one the cluster node or failure of node manager.
• Network Partition: It occurs when a network switch inside a cluster crashes, and part of the network
cannot communicate with the other part. Although in networks with fat-tree structure [2] this event is
very rare but it is still possible.
YARN and MACRM react to a task failure more efficient than Sparrow since there is a job manager for
each job in these systems which holds the internal logic of the related job. Therefore, the job manager makes
an optimized decision in the case of a task failure based on the job’s internal logic. For example, the job
manager may only re-run the failed task instead of re-run all the tasks from the beginning. This is not true
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for Sparrow since it utilizes a constant number of general purpose schedulers which are responsible for all
different types of jobs in a cluster.
Since Sparrow does not support per-job schedulers or job managers, failure of job manager is not applica-
ble to it. However, both YARN and MACRM can recover from a job manager failure. YARN and MACRM
rely on heartbeats from job managers to recognize failures or problems in them. In YARN, the centralized
resource manager receives the heartbeats of the job managers while multiple distributed resource trackers
are in charge of receiving the heartbeats in MACRM. As a result, job managers can send heartbeats to the
resource trackers’ of MACRM in very shorter interval while the same heartbeat interval hardly stresses the
centralized resource manager of YARN. For example, MACRM can handle a second heartbeat interval from
job managers while the default value for YARN is six minutes [67].
While YARN and MACRM outperform Sparrow for recovering a task failure, for resource manager’s
failure the case is reverse. In Sparrow, if any of its schedulers fails the user can easily switch to the other
schedulers without any interrupt in the jobs’ progress. However, YARN and MACRM require specific recov-
ery mechanisms for this failure. YARN utilizes Zookeeper [28] to replicate the resource manager’s internal
state and when it fails the Zookeeper tries to replace it buy a replica. This process is more expensive and
takes longer compared with MACRM.
In MACRM, we have broken down the resource manager to a resource arbitrator and multiple resource
trackers. MACRM’s resource tracker is also replicated by a Zookeeper. However, the replication and replace-
ment process of it is faster and less expensive compared with YARN’ resource manager since it has a very
small logic and internal state. Moreover, MACRM’s resource arbitrators do not require replications since
their internal state is soft. Therefore, after a resource tracker failure, MACRM immediately instantiates
another resource tracker which will contain the same state after a round of heartbeat arrival without any
interrupt in any of services. Also, since MACRM operates in distributed fashion in low and middle loads
(0%-90%), jobs which already have a job manager can continue working and allocate resources in the case of
failure in the resource arbitrator while this is not the case for YARN.
Sparrow does not handle nodes’ failures [52] since there is no monitoring mechanism for workstations,
like heartbeats, in Sparrow design. This is one the biggest shortcomings of the Sparrow design. However,
YARN and MACRM discover this failure through a timeout in a node’s heartbeat arrival. The same as
a job manager failure, MACRM can discover node failures faster than YARN. This is because MACRM’s
distributed resource trackers can receive heartbeats in a shorter interval compared with YARN’s centralized
resource manager. This is a big advantage for MACRM since a fast recovery from a node failure is very
important when jobs are interactive and require fast turnaround.
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Table 4.5: Comparison of MACRM, YARN, and Sparrow in the case of failures. The first part
indicates how fast a system can recognize and recover from a failure and the second part shows
recovery overhead compared with the other two systems.
Failures
Task Job Manager Resource Manager Node Network
Sparrow Moderate/High N/A Fast/Low No mechanism Fast/Low
YARN Moderate/Low Moderate/Low Slow/High Moderate/Low Slow/High
MACRM Moderate/Low Fast/Low Moderate/Middle Fast/Low Moderate/Middle
The last type of failure is network fragmentation. All the system can recover from this failure but with
different costs. Network fragmentation is very costly for YARN since all the job managers that are not located
on the same partition as the YARN resource manager cannot progress if they need resources. This is only
true for MACRM in high loads (¿90%) when MACRM is in a centralized decision-making mode and Sparrow
schedulers can still progress because they are independent. Moreover, if the failure lasts for a long time,
YARN and MACRM will reschedule all the jobs and tasks that are fallen apart from the resource manager
because they cannot track the liveness of those processes. This conservative approach trades efficiency with
QoS. Table 4.5 summarizes the aforementioned discussions about fault-tolerance of YARN, MACRM, and
Sparrow.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Works
5.1 Conclusion
The cost effective design of clusters and the ease of application development for them make clusters an at-
tractive option for many different types of computations. This leads to a diverse range of demands on the
cluster resource management systems which has been evolved and increased during last years. To cope with
this diversity, a cluster resource manager should be scalable, fault-tolerant, have high throughput, and low
decision-making overhead. Survey of existing cluster resource management systems (Chapter 2) shows that
they lack some of these features.
MACRM is a distributed/centralized resource management system which adapts to cluster load and sat-
isfies the aforementioned requirements. Specifically, it adaptively changes to distributed scheduling when
the cluster load is low and switches to centralized scheduling when the cluster load is high. Also, it has a
multi-agent design to track the available resources, make scheduling decisions, monitor nodes liveness, and
track job execution. Moreover, it has been implemented based on the actor model of concurrency to be
scalable and fault-tolerant.
In its centralized mode, MACRM distributes resources by implementing a sharing principle like fair-share
or capacity scheduling. Particularly, it is a scalable resource management system as a result of its modu-
lar and multi-agent design. MACRM’s fine-grained scheduling and resource tracking, plus its actor-based
implementation, lead to a robust system which can tolerate different types of failures. Moreover, concur-
rent decision-making and utilization of event-driven resource tracking in MACRM lead to high throughput
resource allocation with low overhead.
5.2 Contributions
This study has several contributions to the field of cluster computing which we can categorize into three
major parts. The first contribution of our work is providing a taxonomy of resource managers in Chapter 2
to explain the current state of the art in cluster’s resource management. This classification, besides survey
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of the mainstream cluster scheduling systems in Chapter 2, establishes a structure for the future works in
the field of cluster scheduling and resource management.
The second and the most important contribution of this research is designing MACRM. It is a scal-
able, fault-tolerant, and high throughput resource management system for cluster computing environment.
MACRM is scalable in different dimensions as the number of computing resources, the number of users, and
the number of executing jobs. MACRM scalability not only does not degrade its fault-tolerance but also
improves the robustness of the system because of the modularity in design. Also, our thorough experiments
based on Google cluster trace show that MACRM has a very high throughput decision-making process which
is necessary feature in cluster computing environment.
The last but not the least contribution of this work is using actor base model of concurrency for imple-
menting a cluster resource management system. We have prototyped MACRM based on reactive systems
manifesto which promotes systems which are responsive in a timely manner, resilient in the face of failure,
elastic to the workload, and message driven based on asynchronous message passing. Being a reactive sys-
tem, MACRM is very flexible to future changes and improvements. Furthermore, MACRM components are
loosely-coupled which improves its fault-tolerance significantly. Finally, we have utilized message passing
feature of Akka, which is Scala actor library for asynchronous message passing.
5.3 Future Works
One of the interesting challenges in resource management is serving high priority jobs while all the resources
are allocated. This is even more challenging in cluster computing environment since there are fragmented free
resources across a cluster’s nodes which are enough for serving a high priority job. In operating systems, this
challenge is usually managed by preempting tasks of a low priority job and executing the high priority tasks
in place of them. The same as the application of allocation policies, applying preemption requires a central
authority to make decisions. Although MACRM switches to centralized resource allocation in high load,
there is no preemption mechanism in it. Exploring preemption mechanisms for MACRM and implementing
them would be an interesting topic for future works.
Another unexplored area in this study is serving jobs with gang-scheduling requirement. Tasks of a
gang-scheduling job require to be started all at the same time and usually a failure in one of them leads to
complete job failure. Although this kind of jobs is rare, there were no jobs with gang-scheduling requirement
in Google’s trace, but they introduce an interesting set of challenges which are out of the scope of this
study. For example, resource hoarding for the tasks of a gang-scheduling job can lead to high resource under-
utilization and task starvation. Also, scheduling their tasks on reliable machines is another challenge which
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requires lots of trade off in the scheduler. Currently, job managers in MACRM are capable of asking the
resource manager for resources in the case of gang-scheduling demand; however, managing this requirement
within distributed schedulers or allocating resource on reliable machines introduces new challenges.
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Appendix A
detailed values of the throughput experiment
Table A.1: Sparrow’s results for different initial loads.
(a) For 70% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 11.051ms 11.157ms 11.231ms 11.330ms
10 jobs 11.183ms 11.349ms 11.529ms 11.772ms
15 jobs 11.268ms 11.580ms 11.860ms 12.185ms
20 jobs 11.432ms 11.823ms 12.188ms 12.594ms
(b) For 75% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 12.241ms 12.475ms 12.638ms 12.893ms
10 jobs 12.481ms 12.998ms 13.473ms 13.992ms
15 jobs 12.766ms 13.526ms 14.307ms 15.105ms
20 jobs 13.148ms 14.158ms 15.201ms 16.373ms
(c) For 80% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 14.474ms 14.923ms 15.418ms 15.888ms
10 jobs 15.129ms 16.093ms 16.932ms 17.852ms
15 jobs 15.709ms 16.983ms 18.717ms 20.346ms
20 jobs 16.204ms 18.221ms 20.298ms 22.760ms
(d) For 85% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 19.410ms 19.916ms 20.954ms 21.363ms
10 jobs 20.407ms 21.833ms 23.875ms 25.367ms
15 jobs 20.912ms 23.874ms 26.943ms 30.411ms
20 jobs 22.138ms 25.892ms 30.780ms 36.074ms
(e) For 90% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 28.683ms 29.862ms 31.678ms 33.108ms
10 jobs 30.960ms 33.989ms 37.144ms 40.886ms
15 jobs 32.197ms 37.370ms 43.063ms 49.602ms
20 jobs 34.589ms 41.124ms 50.131ms 59.986ms
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Table A.2: MACRM’s results for different initial loads.
(a) For 70% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 12.299ms 12.428ms 12.541ms 12.681ms
10 jobs 12.478ms 12.726ms 13.009ms 13.263ms
15 jobs 12.610ms 13.012ms 13.459ms 13.870ms
20 jobs 12.792ms 13.359ms 13.915ms 14.489ms
(b) For 75% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 12.843ms 13.034ms 13.321ms 13.563ms
10 jobs 13.123ms 13.620ms 14.186ms 14.681ms
15 jobs 13.395ms 14.181ms 14.983ms 15.807ms
20 jobs 13.764ms 14.763ms 15.942ms 17.109ms
(c) For 80% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 13.807ms 14.148ms 14.632ms 14.975ms
10 jobs 14.342ms 14.986ms 15.911ms 16.835ms
15 jobs 14.785ms 16.170ms 17.598ms 18.925ms
20 jobs 15.307ms 17.249ms 19.261ms 21.280ms
(d) For 85% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 15.253ms 16.118ms 16.523ms 17.083ms
10 jobs 16.225ms 17.327ms 19.054ms 20.219ms
15 jobs 16.735ms 18.867ms 21.408ms 24.366ms
20 jobs 17.756ms 21.130ms 24.304ms 28.401ms
(e) For 90% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 14.548ms 14.704ms 14.817ms 14.973ms
10 jobs 14.723ms 15.010ms 15.275ms 15.531ms
15 jobs 14.906ms 15.312ms 15.707ms 16.138ms
20 jobs 15.043ms 15.624ms 16.138ms 16.698ms
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Table A.3: YARN’s results for different initial loads.
(a) For 70% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 19.240ms 26.479ms 33.719ms 40.958ms
10 jobs 27.419ms 40.838ms 54.257ms 67.677ms
15 jobs 35.572ms 55.144ms 74.716ms 94.288ms
20 jobs 43.758ms 69.517ms 95.275ms 121.033ms
(b) For 75% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 21.107ms 29.795ms 38.482ms 47.170ms
10 jobs 30.567ms 46.714ms 62.861ms 79.008ms
15 jobs 40.013ms 63.606ms 87.200ms 110.793ms
20 jobs 49.526ms 80.632ms 111.738ms 142.844ms
(c) For 80% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 24.029ms 34.889ms 45.748ms 56.607ms
10 jobs 35.372ms 55.574ms 75.776ms 95.978ms
15 jobs 46.715ms 76.260ms 105.804ms 135.349ms
20 jobs 58.158ms 97.145ms 136.133ms 175.120ms
(d) For 85% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 28.199ms 42.678ms 57.157ms 71.636ms
10 jobs 42.632ms 69.543ms 96.455ms 123.367ms
15 jobs 57.078ms 96.435ms 135.793ms 175.150ms
20 jobs 71.657ms 123.593ms 175.530ms 227.467ms
(e) For 90% load.
10 tasks/job 20 tasks/job 30 tasks/job 40 tasks/job
5 jobs 37.219ms 58.937ms 80.656ms 102.374ms
10 jobs 57.757ms 98.015ms 138.272ms 178.530ms
15 jobs 78.323ms 137.146ms 195.969ms 254.792ms
20 jobs 100.055ms 177.610ms 255.165ms 332.720ms
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